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This thesis presents a deep optical galaxy catalogue of the Vela region in the Zone of A void-
ance (I bl < 10°.2450 < I < 280 0 ). This region was searched for gahLx~' candidates by optical 
inspection of IIIaJ (3950 A to 5400 A) film copies of the ESO/SRC sky surwy as part of an 
effort to reduce the ZoA. The mapping alld identification of Large-Scale Struct me (LSS) is 
essential for understanding the origin of the Cl\II3 dipole (the direction and foremost con-
yergence radius). and the dynamics in the Local Gniverse in general. which not onl~' has 
historically been hampered by a lack of data in the ZoA. but still is. 
The deep optical Vela galaxy catalogue lists 3022 galaxy candidates and is complete 
to an apparent diameter limit of 12". An additional 388 galaxies were recorded that have 
diameters below the 12" limit. The 270 galaxy candidates who's extragalactic natures were 
in question were flagged. 
Rough positions for the galaxies from the photographic plates were remeasured on the 
astrol1letricall~' calihrated Digitized Sky Survey to an accuracy of 1('3. :\Iajor and minor 
apparent diameters were recorded (iTD ~ 6"). The apparent magnitude estimates were 
calculated from the average surface density over the apparent area of each gahLxy. The 
estimated magnitudes have a dispersion of O~ll7::j. The morphol()g~' of galaxies \vith suflicicnt 
resolution were noted. In this dust obscured region of the sky. galaxies are traced to ex-
tinction leyels of As ~ 3l1l. Due to the varying foreground dust obscuration in the ZoA the 
apparent diameters and magnitudes had to be extinction corrected before analysis could be 
carried out to determine their LSS. 
The Vela catalogue has 311 galaxies with extinction-corrected diameters greater than 
DO > 1~3. Howe\u. only 56 (18%) of these where recorded in the ESO-LV catalogue. The 
latter has been found to be complete to DO = 1'3. Given that the Vela region is not as 
cfl'ccted by star crowding as arcas closer to the Galactic bulge. a higher fraction (~ 50%. 
:\ =2106) of galaxy counterparts were identified in the 2:\IASS Extended Source Catalogue 
than in siIllilarl~' surveyed regions. 
Anal~'sis of the two dimensional distribution of the galaxies reveals strong clustering. This 
distributioll was exalllined in extillctioll-corrcctcd lllagnit ude internds to roughly diHcrcnti-
ate between nearhy and distant structures. This distribution was then Ilsed to plan a pre-
lilllinary follow-up rcdshift survey with the l.U-Ill Radclifl'c telescopc at SAAO. Thirty lIC\V 
redshifts were deterlllined and found to be most sensitive to yclocities below 10 000 km S-l. 
The combination of the new SAAO redshifts. ~ :mo redshifts from two ZoA GdF fields 
(Anglo Australian Telescope) and published redshifts in and surrounding the Vela region 
indicate prominent Large-Scale Structures between 0000 km S-l ami 11000 kill s - 1 and 
an unexpected. very extended and surprisingly slllooth prominent o\'erclensity between 
18000 kill s 1 and 20000 km s I. 
Recent bulk flo\\" studies indicate that the direction and ("()nvergence radius of the Cl\II3 
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2 Introduction 1 
Perceus-Pisces Chain (Chamaraux et a1. 1990). the H~'dra-Antlia Superduster (SC) (Kraan-
Korteweg et a1. 1995) and the Centaurus SC (Fairall 1998) cross and/or continue into the 
ZoA. 
Overdensities of galaxies influence the dynamics of their surrounding neighbomhood: 
galaxies lllove towards clusters alld filallJellts. alld 'awa~" frolll voids. All all-sky lliap of the 
galaxy distribution is vital to understanding the motion of the LG itself. However the most 
prominent feature in Fig. 1.1 is the ZoA.The :\Iilk~' \Yay nmt,lins \'ast amounts of dust and 
stars. Light from galaxies located behind the Galactic Plane is ahsorhed and scattered by 
dust and obscured bv stars of the l\Iilk~· \Nay. This creates tIlt' Zone of Avoidance (ZoA). a 
region where tht' extragalactic sky is hidden from \·iew. 
This thesis forllls part of the effort to fill that gap, adding a piece to the puzzle that will 
hdp r('solv(' this fju('stion. Th(' following sections present an historic oV('1'yi('w of the efforts 
to lllap the LSS ill the ZoA. highlighting efforts to lIlap the ZoA ill different \vavelength 
regillles. Special emphasis is placed on the optical searches for galaxies as motivation for 
investigating the Vela region which is the focus of this project. 
1.1 Historic Review of the Zone of Avoidance 
The ZoA was first noticed by Proctor (1887) as a gap in the nebulae distribution in the 
Catalogue of ~ebulae and Clusters of Stars (Herschel 186cJ). At this point it was not known 
that some 'nebulae' where in fact extragalactic objects. In the early 1920's. the so-called 
'Great Dehate' took place between Shaple~' and Curtis about the scale of the Universe. 
Shapley argued that if the spiral nehulae were heyond the :'Iilky \Yay their distances would 
be inconceivably large. and therefore they must reside within the :'Iilk~' \Yay. Curtis on the 
other hand argued for Kant's (1755) island universes, and regarded spiralnehulae as objects 
external to the ~Iilky \Yay, One of the sources of confusion in resolving the Great Debate 
was the incorrect scale of the l\Iilky \Yay. which was heavily underestimated because the 
impact of dust was not known at the time. In 1925 Hubble resolved the dehate by placing 
the distances of the nehulae well heyond the dimensions of the :\Iilk~' vYay. ~o connection 
had yet been made hetween the l\Iilky vVay and Procter's Zone of few :\ebulae. 
In 1930 TrUltlpler showed that 'fine cosmic d11st' in the plane of the :\Iilky \v'ay causes 
the extinction of light, which makes the extragalactic sky appear sparsely populated. The 
dust in the Galactic Plane causes galaxies to he fainter and have reduced diameters. 
In 1961 Shapley defined the ZoA as the region where he found S <:::: 5 galaxies per square 
degree. as opposed to the average of 5cJ found by Shane & \Yirtanen (1967) in non-ohscured 
regions. A second factor. besides the dust. that complicates looking at galaxies in the ZoA 
is confusion and obscuration by star-crowding. especially towards the Galactic bulge. 
The extent of the ZoA is wavelength-dependent. Recent surveys find that about 20% 
of the optical extragalactic sky is heavily ohscured by the :\Iilky \Yay (Kraan-Korteweg & 
Lahav 2000. see Fig.1.1: ). At infrared (IR) wavelengths the percentage of thp sk.v ohscured 
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attractors arC' accounted for. the ('ol1\'C'rgC'n('C' radius of volume of influence increases, Gravity 
is inversel~' proportional to the distance squared. A cluster three tillles more distant must 
be nine times more massive to induce the same gravitational acceleration. Therefore an 
attractor with equal influence as the GA (~65J\Ipc) beyond 200 :\Ipc. as suggested by some 
studies. lllust be at least 9.5 times as lllassive as the GA to produce a similar acceleration 
locall.v. An inhomogeneity this large is a challenge to the current model of cosmology that 
ad\'ocates homogeneity on scales of ~ 100 :\Ipc (JoycP et al. 2005. Hogg et al. 2005). 
Attempts at simulating the galaxy distribution in the ZoA by statistical interpolation of 
the mass distribution of adjacent regions (Lynden-Bell et al. 1989. Yahil et al. 1991. Lahav 
<'t al. If)!) 1. Loeb ,I.,z .\'arayan 200S) have had varied success hut more significantly show 
hO\\' important a role the missing matter pla.vs. On the other hand. Kolatt et al. (1995). 
intC'rpolated the potential fidd into the 'loA instead of the mass distrilmtion. and fonnd 
that the unaccounted for mass is highly relevant for the resulting dipole direction. 
1.3 Mapping the ZoA 
The ZoA has been investigated b~' various methods at different wavelengths. They are 
described. with special emphasis on the optical since it is relenmt to this thesis. 
1.3.1 Optical Searches in the ZoA 
In the optical part of the spectrum the dust in the :\Iilb' \Yay causes extended objects that lie 
behind our Galclxy to appear smaller and fClinter. Star-crowding C<\ll cause misidentificatioll 
of blended stars as an extended object and many galaxies ha\'e super-imposed stars on 
them. Optical surveys are sensitive to all morphologies. detecting pllipticals. spirals and 
near b~' d \\'arfs. 
Inspection of photographic plates b~' eye has proven a successful method of identifying 
galaxy candidates in the optical Zok Attempts at automated scanning of the plates. as for 
example the Co-Ordinates. Sizes. r--Iagnitudes. Orientations and Shapes (COS:\IOS: Pratt 
1977. Drinkwater et al. 1995) machine and automated photographic measuring (APr--I: Lewis 
&: Irwin 1(96) facility. have been successful in correctl~' identif~'ing a large sample of galaxies 
hut misidentify an equally large sample of blended stars as extended objects in the ZoA. 
Visual examination by eye remains the most powerful tool in identif~'ing galaxies in areas of 
high star densities. 
Systematic deep optical searches for galaxies hidden b~' the ZoA. by e~'e. were started 
111 the late 1980's by different research groups. ~Iost of the ZoA has now been surveyed 
for llil :s 10°. Following Kraan-Korteweg &: Lahav (2000) Fig. 1.3 demarcates the regions 
obsernxl in galactic coordinates c(~ntrpd on the bulge, Region A \\'as investigated on POSS 
E prints b:, Pantoja et aL (1997: 199~) to explore the extent of the Perceus-Pisces complex. 
Regions B j -B3 where searched on the POSS I and POSS II surw~' plates b~' Seeberger & 
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facilitated reducing the optical ZoA in this region of tl1(' Galactic Plane (GP) to lower 
galactic latitudes. from Ibl ;.s 10° to Ibl ;.s 5". and higher lewis of extinction. from AB ;.s 1 
mag to AH ;.s 3 mag. Analysis of the GA region. so called because it COWl'S a great fraction 
of the GA. led to the discovery of the massive :\orma cluster which is comparahle in richness 
to the Coma cluster and is located at the centre of the GA (Kraan-Korteweg et a1. 1!J!J6. 
"-omit 1998b. \Youdt et a1. 20()8). The Hydra/ Antlia region rewa led an extension to the 
Antlia and Hydra clusters (Kraan-Korteweg et a1. 1!J94. Kraan-Korteweg 2(00). 
The completed regions were found to be complete to an apparent diameter of 12" which 
corresponds to an isophotal magnitude of approximatel~' 24.5 magi arcsec2 . The Scorpius 
catalogue is in preparation for publication. hut has heen used for preliminary analysis and 
a redshift survey (Fairall &: Kraan- Korteweg 20(0). 
This thesis covers t he optical search of t he Vela region. t he final part of 1 his series that 
spans ~ !JO° of the southern ZoA. '''-ith the completion of this project the whole optical ZoA 
will then haw heen surycyed. 
1.3.2 HI Searches of the ZoA 
THe 21-cm HI emission is not hampered by the ZoA. The HI Parkes Deep Zone of Avoidance 
Surve~' (HIZOA survey: Henning et a1. 2(05) and its northern extension (Donley et a1. 
2(05) covered Ibl < 5°. Duc to dllst and stars the Galactic I3ulgc extension (Shafi 200~) was 
extended to llil < 10°. Over a thousand gas-rich galaxies were rewa led in the southern ZOA 
out to l' ;.S 12 OOOkm s· 1. where most ohserving methods do not penetrate the ZoA. HIZOA 
still n'r~' sparsely sampled the area revealing only ~ 0.5 gal/Do. 
However. while HI ohservations are the onl~' surw,v method that can trace LSS unbiased 
across the ZoA. they are hiased towards HI rich spiral galaxies. Fut ure surveys such as 
\\-ALLABY (Koribalski &: Lopez-Sanchez 2(09) the ASKAP HI All-Sky Survey, will probe 
much deeper and detect fainter (i.e, more distant and/or less HI massiw) galaxies. 
1.3.3 The Infrared ZoA 
The Infrared (IR) Astronomy Satellite (IRAS: ;\;eugcbauer et a1. 1!J84. Soifer et a1. 1987) 
Sky Surve~' Atlas (ISSA: 'Yhcclock et a1. 1994) was the pioneering all-sky IR survey. IRAS 
was carried out in the far-infrared. At low galactic latit udes. and therefore around the ZoA. 
IRAS is incomplete due to Galactic sources dominating the signal. 
The 2 :'licron All Sky Survey (2~IASS Skrutskie et a1. 2(06) re\'olutionised our view of 
the near infrared (~IR) sky. It revealed many uncharted galaxies and prohed deeply into 
the ZoA. :,\IH observations are less eITe('tpd by extill('1ioll. \m1 are IWIIlpered \\"11<'1"(' :-,tar 
density is high. :\IR ohservatioIls are however biased towards ellipticals because they are 
dominated b~' an old stellar population. The recent release of the 2:'1ASS Redshift Survey 
(2:'1RS: Huchra et a1. 2011) will be uscf'ul in mapping LSS. 
The most recent surveys in the ZoA were carried out using the mid-infrared (:'IlR) space 
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(GLI:'IPSE: Benjamin et al. 2003. Jarrett ei al. 2007) and the other the :'IIPS Galactic Plane 
Surve~" (:'IIPSGAL: Carey 2008, :'larleau et al. 2008). Both revealed a handful of new 
galaxies in the limit eo area scanned. In the 2011 the "'ide-fidd Infrared Slll've~' Explorer 
(\\'1S£) completed its first all-sky scan and covers the whole ZoA (\\'right et al. 2010) which 
opens another avenue to be explored. 
1.3.4 X-ray 
X-ra)"s are excellent for revealing galaxy clusters and the Clusters In the Zone of Avoidance 
(eIZA) survey looked specifically behind the I\Iilky Way (Ebeling et al. 2005). X-rays 
are absorbed by neutral hydrogen and thus the detection of sources is dependent on the 
HI column densit~" (Bohringer et al. 2000). The HI column densit~· increases towards the 
Galactic Plane thus leaving the X-ray ZoA where IlH I < 2 X 1021 cm-2 . which roughly is 
within Ibl ;S 5c . 
1.4 The Vela Region 
The Vela survey area is of interest and needs to be filled in to show how the numerous LSSs 
seen in surveys that surround the region extend into or cross the region. 
As mentioned in Sec. 1.3.1. the Vela region (245° ;S I ;S 280 0 • Ibl ::; 10° in Fig. 1,4) is the 
last region outstanding in a systematic deep optical survey of the southern ZoA using the 
deep ESO/SRC IIIaJ plates, mapping galaxies with D > 12". which is considerabl~" deeper 
than most whole-sk)' surve~"s that have diameter limits of D > 1 :3. 
Tantalising results frolll two tielF fields (Sec. 5.1.1) indicated a large oH'rdensity in 
the Vela region. Recent bulk flow studies consistently claim that attractor(s) located at 
(I) ;::0 (280°) in the ZoA. beyond 100 :'Ipc (Hudson et al. 2004. Feldman et al. 2010. :'Iacaulay 
et al. 2011) and even 300 1\1pc (Kashlinsky et al. 2008: 2010: 2011. Abatp &.: Feldman 2012), 
arc contributillg significantly to the peculiar velocity of the LG. Inspel'lion of the LSS 
surrounding the area indicate stuctures crossing/leading into the Vela region at the redshifts 
suggested by thpse studies. 
Confirmation of sHeh a large overdensity in the \"da region. and a measure of its ex-
tent. could contribute significantly towards explaining the discrepenc)' between the obserwd 
dipole (e.g. Huoson et al. 2004) ano the CMB dipole. with til(' addition of a significant 
accelerator at large distances (~ 180:\[pc) and the controversy around radius of influence of 
the varioHs b1\lk flow l'f>su]t s. In addition sHeh a large, ext ended overdensit\· is not ill agree-
ment with the currentl~" favoured Lambda CDI\I cosmology model. as was shown b.v Lavaux 
et al. (2010) and Bilicki et al. (2011) in their comparisons of LSS to the expected Lambda 
CD:'I predictions. They state that if there are massive overdensities on scales greater than 
~ 100 :'Ipc the agreement becomes unlikely. 
The Vela region is surrounded by filamentary structure and clusters at different redshifts. 
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20000 kms- 1 , ~ 200 :\IIpc) th(']'(' is a filam('ntary stmctllf<: th8t disapl)('ars into th(' Vda 
region from above the Galactic Plane (Jarrett 2(04). Similarly the 6dFGS displays a similar 
filam('llt ('ntNing tlw Vda r('gion from hdow the plan(' at that Iwlshift int('rval, in which 
two CIZA clusters are seen. 
Figure l.5 has six panels that depict known galaxy redshifts between Ibl < 3()0 and 240° < 
< 300°. The redshifts come from the HYPERLEDA database. the GdF Galaxy Survey 
(GdFGS) and 2:\lRS (l\lacri L. 2011, priv communication). Note that very few redshifts are 
aVClilable witilill 10 degr\:'es of tile Galactic Plalle. The differellt velocity illtervals. each all 
interval of ~v =3500 krn S-I. were chosen to highlight the LSS present. 
In the top left panel (red) we see the interval 0 < v < 3500 km s -1. The Antlia (( I. b) = 
(272:9. 19?2)) and Hydra clusters ((I, b) = (269?6.26?5)) are clearly visible. The so-called 
Vela cluster (Abell S0639: Stein 1996) is located at (I, ll. v) = (280?5345, 1O?9079. 6326 km S-I) 
in the top right hand panel (magenta: 3500 < v < 7000 km s - 1 ). The middle left panel 
(blue: 7000 < v < 10500 kms- 1 ) shows structure coming into the Vela region at (l,b) ~ 
(250°, _10°). 
The lime dots (14000 < v < 17500 kIll S-I) show an in\e>rs('ction filament-like> st.mct.l1re> 
going through the Hydra-Antlia region. The green dots (14000 < v < 17500 km s-l) show 
a structure entering the Hydra-Antlia region at (I. b) ~ (2700 , -10°). This is also where the 
two CIZA (CIZA J0812.5-5714 and CIZA J0820.9-5704, large cyan stars)) clusters are seen. 
Filling in the Vela region will reduce the ZoA between 245° :s 1 :s 2800 and provide 
a catalogue for follow-up investigations in this region. Then the extent and dynamical 
importance of hinted structure can be confirmed. 
1.5 Overview 
The aim of this thesis is to present the deep optical survey galaxy catalogue of the Vela 
region in the ZoA (245° < 1 < 280°, Ibl :::; lOO) and the first follow-up spectroscopy for this 
region. This chapter has given the background and motivation for the project. 
In Chapter 2 the compilation of the catalogue is discussed in detail. The search of the 
photographic plates, the parameter derivation and calibration (Sec. 2.2-2.3) as well as their 
quality assessment are included. The Vela region lies in the dust-obscured ZoA and the 
parameters of galaxy candidates are extinction corrected (Sec. 2.4). Finally Sec. 2.5 gives 
a full description of the catalogue (which is listed in its entirety in Appendix A). 
The properties of the galaxy catalogue, which include the magnitude and diameter dis-
tributions (Sec. 3.1.1) and their dependence on foreground extinction (Sec. 3.1.2), and the 
complpteness of the survey are discussed in Chapter 3. Furthermore. in Sec. 3.2 the on-sky 
distributions of the galaxies as a function of extinction-corrected diameters (Sec. 3.2.1). 
morphology (Sec. 3.2.2) and extinction-corrected magnitudes (Sec. 3.2.3) are examined for 
first indications of stmeture. 
Chapter 4 discusses the data collection. reduction and results from the observing run 
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(klF fidds takf'n with the Anglo Allstralian Tdf'sCOIH' (1\AT) arf' shown. 
Chapter.'i shows how the 30 new redshifts (from the 1.9-1l1 Radcliffe telescope) combined 
with ~ :mo lwlshifts from the two Gdf fidds and plIhlished redshifts in and smrollnding the 
Vela region indicate LSS. 
The last chapter is a smnmary of the findings of this thesis and a look towards the fllt me 











The Vela Catalogue 
The Vela regIOn (24c5° ;S I ;S 280°,lbl ::; 10°) is the fifth in a serIes of regions (Kraall-
Korteweg 2000, Fairall &: Kraan-Korteweg 2000. Kraan-Korteweg &: Lahav 2000. \Vouclt &: 
Kraan-Korteweg 2001) surveyed for extended objects in the southern ZoA. 
In this chapter the steps followed to compile the Vela deep optical catalogue are described 
in detail. Firstly. in Sec. 2.1. the characteristics of the photographic plates used to survey 
the region are presented. 
For this thesis a distinction needs to be made hetween the work done h~' Chacli Salem 
for his :\Iasters thesis (Salem 1996) when he identified the galaxies of the Vela catalogue and 
t hl' work that forms part of this dissl'rtation. Salem iril'nl ifil'ri all t hl' galax~' canriidatl's and 
measured 'raw' parameters for the majority of the objects (~ 88%) from the plates. Section 
2.2 discusses how all these 'raw' parameters were measured. and as part of this thesis. 
calibrated. Furthermore. this section covers how the final positions. dial1leters. magnitudes 
and Hubble types were determined by me. 
The subsample of galaxy candidates for which parameters were measured as part of this 
thesis is discussed in Sec:. 2.3. A thorough analysis of how these galaxies were integrated 
into the greater catalogue is carried out. 
Section 2A shows how extinction corrections were applied to the observed diameters and 
magnitudes. 
A short description of the final catalogne' listed in Appelldix A is given in Sec. 2.S. 
The properties of the catalogue galaxies are discllssed in Sec. 3.1. First the distribution 
of the obsen'ed and extinction-corrected magnitudes and diameters are compared to other 
regions surveyed in the southern ZoA. Secondly the dependence on Galactic extinction is 
examined. Finall~' the completeness of the catalogue is addressed. 
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2.1 Survey Plates 
Galaxies in the Vela region were detected by examining ll1a.l film copies of the ESC) /SHC 
all sky survey. The plates are each exposed 6.5 0 x 6.5° (35cIll x :35cll1). The blue film 
was chosen above red fillll (6300 A- 6900 A)in spite of the high extinction levels in the 
regioll. sillce it was foulld that the hypersensitized alld fille-grai1led e1llulsio1l of the blue film 
facilitated finding galaxy candidates and more detail could be identified in them than the 
red (Kraan-Korteweg 2(00). The hanel, B j , has all effective balldpass of 3950 A to 5400 A. 
Twenty plates were surveyed for the Vela catalogue. They are F209-F21O. F258-F263, 
F311-F316 and F367-F372 limited by Galactic latitude Ibl < 10°. In totaL 4566 extended 
objects were found on the 20 plates (see Fig. 2.1). Of these galaxy candidates. 3922 have 
diameters greater than the 12/1 completeness limit (blue and green dots in Fig. 2.1) and 
388 have diameters less than 12/1 (red and cyan dots in Fig. 2.1). Smaller galaxies are very 
difficult (0 detect amI JIlostiy only found ill more trallsparent (low sky-background levels) 
regions. l\Ioreover, stars do not have diffraction spikes below 12/1. which increases the chance 
of miss-identifying stars as potential round galaxy candidates. While ohvious galaxies with 
D < 12/1 were recorded, they have not been included in the main catalogue. nor are they used 
for the data aualysis aud LSS idcntificatiou. The galaxies that fall beucath the diamctcr 
limit were identified by being either extrelllel~' inclined (edge-ou) or by being clearly diffuse. 
Suspected confusion sources (22) such as HI! regions or planetary nebula are noted in the 
comments. 
The green and cyan dots in Fig. 2.1 indicated extended objects whose galactic nature are 
uncertain. It is clear from the figure that most of these are located in the highest extinction 
areas where confusion is to be expected, and Galactic objects arc more prevalent. 
Table 2.1 shows the nUlllber of identified galaxy candidates, and a break down of those 
numbers with respect to certain attributes. 









Galaxy Candidate Attributes 
identified as galaxy candidates 
D:;, 12/1 
D < 12" 
extragalactic natures are in question 
DO > 1~3 
counterparts in the DO > 1 ~3 diameter limited Lauberts catalogue 
counterparts in the 2l\IASS XSC 
2.2 Parameters 
The plates are viewed using a modified blinking machine (Fig. 2.2). The light path IS 











Figure 2. j' .-\11 ,l<",,'{.od ""'e"<led "oj""" within the Vob reg",n (,oliri line). galaxy can-
JiJalH wilh ilinIn"l""'; !(lea,·"" \],"'1 It' Ill" oI!(OWLl"" blue tint; amllh< ... wilh <Ii",,,,,'o]O< 
1_ Ih"l1 l~" are depie\ed I»' red dol"_ I!xlendoo ohje<'.l> ",here there j, Uj~"rtaijjlv "loom 
their galadi" nature are ,huwn in cyo:n (I) c: 12" ) and ur"'ng~ If) <. 12") re>p.,o:.ti"e\v. TIl<' 
thI"" (AH - 3"'1 "nrl 000 (AH - 1"') tn"!;nilu<lr extinct.iml ror;tou" aT« ,hown If! uran,," 
".uri )-"now r",[><'Clive]y 
projectc;1 through ~ mag>1ifying ~"'. 'Wn prim., mod j, thm r<'ftoct.rd ()/f ~ minor out", " 
l~"m x l~"m milk ~l"", >"'''''11 (Ii ill !'ig. ~.~), I'lle pb,,,,, are >y>lemnlie"l!v :;CUlll,.,u rn, 
ex tended ob.i<'ct.s in ""smeIl1, of an oroo of :L~ ~'.U. The iden!ifieJ obj",·!, are ltjnrl<~ 
o.nn "",igllc;j ~ man"",. In tho nexl 'tel' tho Cn.rl",,~'.n mmdm~t'" me moo,moo ".!Id ,hcll 
",nveTt.ed \0 oppm>:; tM.te eeleHi," c""ulimw, u,inl[ known p",ilir." nf bright ,1.0" on the 
piat"" "!~l1h\ll'em"IJl.S nre nbo !.ahll of Ihe "ud",,~ ,iea,itv flhe Ul1dHeSb nn ~ plMe i, 
11 ltle""Ur~ fur ,urI""" bri~htH""), ma';o)' 'Hd IlLil..,r ax .. 'Hri ltwrphnl<.>;i,}' o[ \he nbi"'(' 
Within a circular area wi tb " JiallL"'~r of OH" ",oniHul.e around tbe objecl, lhoe ,kv .ur[ar" 
den,i'), a,nri ,tar rien,i1.y ",e rffDrried 
2.2.1 Positions 
App!"oxima(e fX-"ilioH' fm I!.J I al~l parameters for Xii'7c nt' gal,~~)' c"Hriiriale. ",ere det.ermineJ 
from \Ji<, pI",,,, ~. (,hodi S.Wm f(o- hi, ").["'(.en pruj"", in 19.X'_l~flfo How Ihe mi."ing 
po'~mNe" ~rc d"',,rlllinm lD romp~l~ \hI' c.a\~I()guc p",omclcr< " rii<c", ... d in 8"", 2_:1 
He me""ur<'{) the pnbili<Ja> (X amI Y "01"",,) wi\h llJl illumillate<! IlL~"surmg loLl", hy p0_ 
,ilinlliHi, Ih. CI',,", hair> nf the ltJe&;urillS' in,lrum,,'" uver Ih" ' ''-'I(.r" nf ~o1axie-;, nOltl,he 
"'-lunlly ltle."ureJ (X, ~') "",iliom of ;Ian ",it h kno'<'n po>iliun", "-l=lurial ",->orJiHnl,-", ",ere 
cakuln!"" [nr 11>" "ahai"" to wit bin "f~., ,,,,,,u- of an ""cminute '1'h" plaH had l_ll to 
Je\ermille IlLUre OO<:ura\.e "",iii"" wilh lh" "IA11)' m" .. ,urin s' m",:hiu", a h.i~h 'p""'-lltJUI-
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nate. a "nail ~"'~ 01 ,.Ix' m~ ic~l.e.< "h('l~ the light i" pmjoctoU (~lto the m'''.,,,, 
'C' indimte, Lhe Lw('nl"-'J'W '\('1" of bl,d;ne,-, 10 rom),,"e the pbte, to 
Td ~ "titic~tion of ga laxic, 
A., -he Ii!>! pm t ohIOv Li,..,i" I l"",U tIt(' ro,,~b !',,.,,it "-''''' ,,, " ll"u ic\<'ll,,' Lu identify go in ,i,,, on 
Ihe ~,j.rOIw~ .ric.:llr «,]il,.-"I('d Iligili '.<'<1 Sky ~lln",-' ruSS ) image" 'Ii,.. [)SS i> a ui)(ili,.,j 
.,-chive of t1><' pi~"ogmphic 1'1 .. ",_ jm~g'" oj' j' X j' aIO\lnd the IOugh p'",it ioll> "'''''' 
<Iu".-nlo",l. d from Ih" n ss ~,dlh"_ T I", pixel ",,,Ie 01 t.he im,'g"" "' 1 ~[,--""",/pixol The 
l~"LtlOU' ,,( the Hte<JChl oh) '<O(' in ,.J..' iH' ,>go'" W,'1'O found ming ,.he ""ftw~re p~clo, ~~ 
J<k7jm.I' _ 
\ \,l,,,,.,, nO ".""n' ''d ol>",ot ro\l)d "",.-.,-.n ()[ identif .. d Oil tI,.. U~S imag. . th" ,,,",I·tlllt 
plale >YO-' ill,,,,-,,kd 01' ".'" 1(" ch,rily_ T r. , phI ,,,, I,"", a n lLe_g,aine d ellml,io'l ,hat p'''''i,''' a 
heae, co"."I\l' ion than t J.e pix)']"",'] n ss inngc<. ~bny or t I", I"", "" f,D:' In ig'ht ""'" (LSR;< 
g"l"xy fe otur,-" and ""eu"",.i,. LSD ~alID.i'" (1.1'<' 10<\ in lr., nss illl"gO', 
1 http'iimhiw.".o. ""~i d>o./ d.o 











De'clination. and the' ne'wly ll1e'as1l1'e'd positions. The'y arc defined as 
RAvc/o - RAsoi(f1/ 





The sides of the figure display the respective HA ane! Dec off-sets as histograms. Positions 
were llleaS11l,(,(j for 15GG objects. Twellty-sevell off"sets are lIot plottl'd sillce tbey arc extrellle 
outliers where wrong coordinates must have been entered in Salem's listing (not correspond-
illg to the galaxy llUlllbered 011 the plate). The apparellt stratificatioll ill tbe centre of the 
distribution is an indication of the limiting I" pixel scale of the DSS images. The obtained 











The statistics of the distribution seem consistent with the ~ 20" uncertaint~- estimation by 
Salem (1996). 
Positional Accuracy 
To determine the positional uncertainty of the updated positions of the galaxies measured on 
the DSS images. a comparison with counterparts in the 2 :\Iicron All Sky Surve~' Extended 
Source Catalogue (2:\IASX: Jarrett et al. 2000) was made. There are 2106 2:\IASX coun-
terparts3 in the Vela region. There are a high number of 2~IASX ZoA counterparts because 
(a) star crowding is not too severe in the Vela region (compared with the other optical ZoA 
surveys closer to the Galactic Bulge), and (b) an infrared catalogue is less affected by dust 
than the optical. Counterparts were searched for within a 12 arcsec radius since that is the 
diameter cutoff for the extended objects in the Vela catalogue. 2:\IASX has a positional 
accuracy of 0.5" for extended objects (Jarrett et al. 2000). Figure 2.4 shows the positional 
difference' in right ascension and declination. where 
~RA RAVelo - RA2.\lASX (2.7) 
(2.8) 
On the' side'S of the' fig1l1'c arc hist ograms t hat show the' dist rihution of the' rcspe'ctiw offse'ts. 
Out of the 2106 counter parts only 92(2%) have positional differences greater than 3" and 
only 93(27c) between 2" - 3". 
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r = 12" 
r = 20" 
r = 35" 
! 
l'i~ure ~,~. On""i' hc\~''''n tl., ru ugh RA ~nd j},,(, m'-""lr<'m,'nl< by Sak-m cmd the tle,,.],, 
nl('""lTcd posit.iom from [)SS ir" ,g,," 
-Wl.1 (~'II 
1"2 




(2 . i i ) 
(2 .\2} 
Tl><' awrage ,hller"""e in Ih" High\ .>',,'('miOlL mid ti>c ",'.-r~ge difTer.-n", in ,ho' ]),,..Illlalion 
with 2l>.lASX <'ouute'j)«rb ,h""" ,"} ,,',«,n,M,,:. i" the j",,otional off .... ,t, (,." e,x. Kroall-
K(){(~..-.~ 1: ,I IU,eI·\ ~i<J5L 




















'. . , . . 
• 
r = l' 
r ~ 3' 
Figm~ 2.'1, Orr",\ c>f lh~ RA lUJ(i lltc of \cIa m la lngll" pa<it.inm aM t.heir 21o.T;\SS 0,)\]11\<1_ 
yMt.8 l"-"'iliuru. 
cor>;icierin,l( Ihe l"/rixol Timit imf"l"Cd b" 11K DSS illlaw~, Ilw Hl>C('II',illt-, in Ib" fl.A aoo 
IX" 01 1.2" ~n d 1_3" ",\] Id n"t h~,,~ l-.--.ell b" lk~ 
2.2.2 Diame ters 
ll iam"tc-.- of th~ m~jm ~1\el mil .... '" ~",' .,"'r~ Ill(',,"'lr,<l on tI,,· magnlfiorl pwje<"tM image nn 
the milk Kl", >'c',"'ll (D in Fig, ~,~ . I witb a ruler III moil_ "I millimetre, . Th~ n1\i\, \\',,~ Ih"1\ 
com,-'I"," \0 """"""",,<1; l>y a cnnvH,in1\ bot",- Given thM th,' pl~L~ """k i, liT.2 "/mrn (UK 
Schmifll 'J'de",-,ope lIandoonl<, 198.1) . tho cnm""ion fM.t,,, ("om mill Oll:;O \ime" Ilj~l(lJi[j(,1 
>.C.k to il-rCS€con<.is i , ;"1 _ Imml X '" ;:;'mml = ,mm] x 1,J-l!]" /rnrn: 
In the U('xt ,ullieolinlL< ULe ellamotc-r., wil: 1>(, c"'Hi»"e(i '0 fL'-';! Il~' L.uLer\, (ESO-n, 

















" -c,c,"--,,'oo'=,,,,t::=='=;26<Jiii==C,:, .. ----, ","-''-,c,o, 
, I",",' 
Figure 2 .. " lnh'm~i ",,,tlflj\ gol",ieF. c"ro 'OOv,'ll in hille 'Y' ,vIUhul< CO(lILtOq,tu"'> [rum 
ESO- T.v an,l t).., H",lr..- An\l", <:atologne, ~l'~ si>own in ,ed 'x' ,,,'m!>oi, "nrl gP"'IL -+ . symhol, 
''''l'''':liwiy_ 
I Sox . 2.2.2) ann. JilJ~lly, o,,~rl~l'f!ing goi"ie. whoro intern,J plate, owrk~ 1S." 2 ~,~1 , Nole 
\IW \1-", lo\t e, ''l'iO ... illle~ct "" "W'" lillU\< 01' em,", I""",,,,, I.e.."" ~'"I"-~,,, are i"':M.ed UIL 
lhe eJ~", of d l<' pl~\ "'_ 
eo.Il~",i""n 10 c.)", ]-;SO_LV C"t"l[oglle "",,,,,,.,, Il'" ~li~hilib' uf the ueri vN\ rtbm<>t"" 
in ",,,,,,,,1 to ",he, dialUe\er ,""1110', C()mpa:rin~ t.I~ , \'"j~ ruaII,olero "'ith \ho> H"dro-Anllb 
di"lTIotero. ",hio.'u j, the r:e~ion Mjxon\ u, Vd" in j he ~ll!.lnn ZuA Sury"v (Kr:""'j-"OrL"""~ 
~J [;\"0' in,igh< "" tu 00 ... ",ell L)" di",nel~", "><11p,,re to the ol.ha [Oll!" opl.i<:tli SoULllerIl 
ZelA Sun"" 
1 fUlI)"rtJl(ll'e rlkl '1.1l internal eh .. ~k for ~tli"-~ie> wjlilin tho \'~"' "o,ologue. ww", plat~ 
b<Jrn.r, o,'ed"p fI.I)(1 w]-,~r~ t.l~,,,. r,,,e ~,tli=.,> ",'f'[e iJt'ILtillod lllllUplt> limo, Figure 2,., 
, ]-,""" tlr Vol~ It'gion (,-"Ilinw! in l>I(IoCkj. wi,h tw inlem. ll)" ",,,rl~p>"n~' ~'al",,"e, ,ho"n ill 
l>lue, Counterpm-ll< in the ESO-L V olld lfyrt,"_,\n\lia c~t."lo:<;,-"" """ ,11'-"'in on [00 anJ ~ll 
Ie>pe(;(i,'ely. 
C"lIIpf\"i,,,,, wi,h ESO_LV 
A (omp'I.";"m " m~.-]e Lu 'he Jiouw,"" nf \1", 2t/' /I ,""gnitl>de i;oph(JLe (D,.,) (Jf «(Jun-
t"[)}<lII> in 'he ESO-J.\" c~l"lo:<;Ul' (,huwn ill fi~ ~.5"" r..:l ;< ' "ymlool':I, Kra~n_Kort~""~ 
(XN:Xl} fOllnrl tb,,( the lll",e,ured Ji~lllC~""> .. 'or""p(ll~.l "pp<,,<im"toJy ' 0 a 24 ", m~g/""(",,,(' 
i"" V il ""'. 
fixn", ~,fi ,\i,pl.,},< the ('omvariwIL of t)",;,() FSO-T.\' I),., ('(m,,'erp"zt" with the Veb 
ml,d,*"" , Cal~,y ,%7 __ 1111" at! ()'-L Lli<'r "," ludl~1 r""" 11", fit I)('('an," i, ha, a wrv fa'llt di,k 
\h~\ d"mh· w,,"' not "",,,-,urN vru~-,,,d}' in \h~ [",ubc,t.. co,al"l!'ne 













Figun- ~.~ , Compari. on of Vela dbmct':r>< to F:SO- LV coUnler~"f\'. The ""lid liue 'oo~-, the 
1 ... ,1 "'Inan", fit. foc ~ , 1C{'<, of ooe .~nd ,,., rl"'hcd li1)(, for 0 0l'~im.l ,Iop~ fil. '[11" ~w(j line, 
ar" "" cl",'e tb, lhe." or<' jndi"~ingw,I,,~)le ( r a., up,.,n "ird., marx' the Ol1t.!;"r e,[(,lll~'" 
from 'M- fi t ) 
lh.H)_n' Jh •. ,,, - .'i.i~I(1I 1.'») 




Ill(- cufH'lation ('odficicnt i •. ,. _ U. ~~ lot ~Ij(' d"la. ~-hidl "jlOl\-' a "-Hlng lill""r rdatiO<1_ 
,hip , .. , .'xpoclcrl from .. coml_ori<on di"·melero uf ESQ-L\' '>.JUlLi<-rp.TIt, ill t.h<' lIyrlm_ ,\ nt Ii" 
(;A anrl Crnx rq,iOl-" (Kr,"on-Kolt.",,-eg ~iJW. \\'uOO, &; I<.:m-lilj.Kurt"''''g 21Kllj. It i< dcar 
'hal 1110 ~"viation frL>m" U fi. i, ne~li~jhlo, ..-hidl i. in l'xc~-Ik'ut "gn~'m('nt with th,- nnrl_ 
in£)' for the CA er"x ".wlll}'dr,..A nl-li~ H'gioIl.' wt;er" it. """ aL", fotlll~ .!).,t 'h<, rliam<'ten; 
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Comparison with Hydra-Antlia Catalogue 
Figure 2.5 shows the location of the 19 counterparts in H~'dra-Antlia catalogup in the Vela 
region (green crosses). Figure 2.7 is the comparison between the ciialllPters of the counter-
parts in the two catalogues. The outlier at approximately (D,'rla' D Hydm ) ~ (54/1.74/1) is 
Vela3664 (ESO-LV 2630040. RKK1949) and is a wr~' large galax~' which makes estimating 
the diaJlldeL alld iudeed the lllagllitude, lIlore difficult by e)T. 
The least squares fit gives. 
DHYdr(J 1.25(0.02)DI'<'/(J - 5.25(0.55) 
6~'31. 
For a fixed slope of unity the least squares fit gives. 






The comparison between the Vela and Hydra dianlPters IS displayed III Fig. 2.7. the 
relation has a correlation cot'fficient of 0.90. 
The scatter agreps with what '''-oucit & Kraan-Korte\vpg (2001) found when comparing 
the Crux region to the Hydra-Antlia region (a ~ 6/1). 
Concern that the outlier was effecting the fit rewa led that excluding it from the data 
and allowing the slope to vary gives. 
DHydra c.rd outlier 
aJ) ('.rel olJtf'ieY' 
I'D = 0.78 





which shows that the large 11l1certainty of largf' oiameter galaxif's ooes effect the slope. 
lwcausp of the sIllali number statistics at the high end. 
The one-one trend is expected. but there arc two few points to make any interpretations 
of the fit. The scatter agrees with the expect eo cOlllhillecl 1Jllcertainty of the Hydra-Antlia 
diameters and the measurements on the sky' surwy plate. It is worth noting that these 
galaxies are located on the edges of the plates wlwre projections starts becoming non-linear. 
tll1ls the hne deterlllined differences call be seell as all upper linJit. 
Internal Comparison 
Figure 2.5 shows the 170 overlap galaxies in hlue .y' s)·mhols. Figure 2.8 is the comparison 
of the diameters of the same galaxies measured on ovpriapping plates. The correlation 













IJ" •. [' 
rigm~ 2.;' HyJm_Antlia COllnt.c<part Ji ame\.ro compared to the Vela dim""te1'- The 
rl."hoo gl'f'Cn liT><' depict, \k hnc," fil wh<-r~ \h. ':01>" "",[ \he inter"ep' wHe lei [I'('<'. TIl<' 
solid gr""ll Ii"" P""""'s ~h,' li""ar u~. oW "'1,10 a uxed ,[ope of I.U. I he rod dao"ed lim' j , 
lh,' ftc "xclH<lin,:; Uw un,li," "I II~. top, 
gh'", tIl<' rosullo 
D .• o 901l( O.OOG ID B + :1 ,10(0 .10 :' 
DB + 1.17(0.08) 
(2 .~~ :' 
(2 .25) 
(2 .~' : 
The '"' ~ttc'!' ;, ton,I>~.m will! ",ll"l wO> f'-'HlMl by (WoU<it &; K,a~n.Ku""w"g 2OO1i 


















'10 " 00 '" 00 W " M '" Fl. (" I 
l'igH'" 2~ , Di,llu,'t,'r ctitfcr",,,,,, lor inLemal (ou'lCL'.eTparL, ull ,-"",rl.WlLj~ pia''"', Lh~ "",:itl 
lin~ j. I he line ii, "H h ~ .k'l><' "I lmil." and '-he d,,,,h,,d lill~ i., '-he line iiI 
2.2,3 .\ 1agni t u rlBs 
The ml<guilufio. Iuc til<' galax"" were ('~oinNl from the ,mh,ce de n,;!.), (SIJ i of t he on", i, i(", 
on the l", otogJ""phic plat'" - t be blad"" l·h~ t'<P'O',,1 phulugraphic elHuhiou, ~1J<' higher lhe 
intensity or ~llX. U ll ~be e,..,'. ~nd oorlh-w<o>\ edge> or \1", pla< ~" art' I- ,I"V wedges, hal r<:lal<' 
the o\l,face <101>-il,. I." ['log in '"n,it,' ( rabl~ 2 2) . Tb.ir ""lihralim i.> giveIl in the UK "ehlllitil 
To)""'''I'o Hand ho:lk (WH.1J An eye ",,~imale wa, m'.d~ Let",-"u Lhe uuer->caled. ~.-"'ep 
int.f'n.>ity',\rip be""",, .he m',l]' gl"" SCl'<'Cn Ie in I'il(. 2.21 mid the l,bckll"" of the "",.en 
w~J_ un (he "a,~ an,1 no)'\h- w'N ,kk of ~""h pla ' o_ The reMion b",~-""", them j, ,ho.m 
',n Fig. 2_ 9 ["1"'101' pLmel (l<) ,how> t-n.. "",,Ii\" eslinw\C, [or eoll \),e iu< .h,·kl ll~l l,la(", . ,he 
ooUom panel I b j ,),,",;, I k line fit k{\"ffn 'he ""fa,,, ct. mHY and th. int.mi'y, auJ ab() 
t.be a, .. rl<ge, )',,(w,,",n the ""'\ wedge, of ~II ,he I'IMh anct ~"cr"ge he,. ~~. n a ll ,he nort h_"-.,,t 
weJge" E-xp<'r;'m,,, h"" ,l"",n l hA\ the ",.at '.or i , ,'ory h ig if magnitllcte c,Jihra' ion a," ma,d" 
In,r el><"' iuJiyKimJ piaU. l""-~n"" tho "el" m" qni< ~ m ngh If H", a,e", 1;<' of poiut., b U,;ffl. 
a mo," ",n,>iolcm· uwgni l lllle l< cha'mod (Kl'" a n_ K«-"meg 2\XI01_ 'l1,e ,.,h-aub!\~ of U.,ll"" 
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Table 2.2: Intensitv related to the 7-step wedges on the edges of the plates. 









henceforth adopted fit between illtellsity alld 21-step surface dellsity scale (bottom panel) is 
10g(I) = 0.045 SD + 0.437. (2.28) 
\\'hen galaxies are inspected on the plates. an eye estimate is recorded of the average 
surface densit~, (blackness) over the whole extent of the galaxy. as well as the surrounding 
background on the scale of the 21-step intensity-strip beside the milk glass screell. This is 
straightforward for smaller galaxies whose surfacp brightness is usually quite smooth and 
constant over the extent of the galaxy. Estimating an average surface density for larger 
galaxies is 1I10re difficult. particularly starforming galaxies which show a lot of substructure. 
and thereforp results. perhaps counter-intuitively. in a larger uncertainty. The relation (Eq. 
2.28) between the logarithm of the intensity and the surface densit\, is used to determine a 
flux intensity for the galClxics. 
If individually sky-subtracted intensities are required. the following relation is used 
log(IIndSklil = 0.045 (SD - SD Sky ) + 0.437. 
The area of the galaxy is given by 
Dd7r 




\Vhere a is the semi-major axis of the galaxy. Ii is the semi-minor axis. D IS the major 
diameter and d is the minor diameter. 
\Ve tl1Pn use the equation 
B = Bo - 2.5(log(I) + log(A)) (2.31) 
to obtain the magnitude. where Bo is the zcropoint. 
For individually sky-subtracted magnitudes.we use the following calibration 
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----------------
is used. where BO.I ndSk.ll is the lIeropoint. 
The zeropoints Bo and BO.skyslIh are derived in the next section. 
Calibration with ESO-LV. 
For the magnitude calibration I followed the same procedure as Kraan-Korteweg (2000) and 
\Youdt &: Kraan-Korteweg (2001). Calibration of the magnitude estimates. i.e. the determi-
nation of the lIeropoints in Eq. 2.31 and 2.32. were done b~' comparing the Vela magnitudes 
to counterparts in the Lauberts catalogue4 . In Eq. 2.31 an average sky background is as-
sumed and therefore the background subtraction is accounted for in the zeropoint (Bo). In 
Eq. 2.32 the sky background. as measured around each individual galax~'. has been sub-
tracted in the log I term. Both these methods arc used to deterllline magnit udes to compare 
how much t hf' small-scalf' sky background variations infillencf' t hf' outcomes. 
The top panel (a) in Fig. 2.10 shows the resulting magnitudes for average sky-corrected 
magnitudes. Thf' magnit udf's from t.he 1wo catalogues havf' a corrdation coefficif'nt of TB = 
0.80 indicating strong linearity. Two least-squares line fits are carried out. one with the 
slope ldt to vary (t hf' dashed red linf') and one wit h a fixed slope of unity (t hf' solid blue 
line). The resulting fits are 
BESO-IX 0.81(0.1l)B\'elrl(A1"Sky) + 3.04(1.83) (2.33) 
aB 0~1l73, (2.34) 
and 
BE SO IX B\'e/IICA""Sk.ll) + 0.02(0.13) (2.35) 
CTB 0~1l75. (2.36) 
\Yhere BEsO-LV are the magnitudes for the galaxies from the Lauherts catalogue and 
BVc/II(A",sky) are the average sky-corrected magnitudes calculated for galaxies in the Vela 
catalogue. The difference between the scatter are insignificant. \\'e therefore use the fit with 
a slope of unit~· which gin~s the zeropoint Bo = 26~1\1. 
The bottOln panel (h) of Fig. 2.10 is the comparison of the individually sky background 
subtracted magnitudes with the B 2S ESO-LV manitudes. The results of a least squares line 
fit are 
0.78(O.1l)B\"(/II(Indsky) + 3.54(1.78) 
aB 






































, .y correctlan 
l"i;(w" 2 !U- ESO-LV llj~lliluJ", of Vela count<>rPlUto, The ",lid linr i., ~ lea" '~ll"-",' lit.". 
r" wilh " Q",j 81u>,,' of unjty .,.u th€ ua"ileJ l~a'l 'qlla:r< Ii"" fit w,tit a [m-· ,10f>< Tk 
j,:SO-LV n" n"W'ituue; are cocnparect to (a) t.he- Vda magnitlKk' f,,, ~\'N~g" sky COr-
r<'<lN lllaglliluJ"" iDo _ ~fj,l'''', ROO \L) inuiy;uill\]h- sky hackgrollIld COl'lHW! magnitlld"" 

















\Yhere B ESO - L \' are the magnitudes for the galaxies from the Lauberts catalogue and 
BVda(/nrlSkYl are the individually sky-corrected magnitudes calculated for galaxies in the 
Vela catalogue. The correlation coefficient of these magnitudes is I'B = 0.79. The scatter 
of the hts arc allllost idelltical i.e. the clashed lille alld the solid (as ill the top pallel of the 
figure) haye a difference of only O~ll06. A zeropoint of Eo.! nriSky = 24~1l1 is determined. 
The scatter in both the top and bottom panels of Fig. 2.10 are comparable. and fall 
within the expected combined uncertainty of the ESO-LV magnitudes. the galax~' areas 
measured nsee! to calculate the Vela magnitude estimates as well LIS differellces of lIleasnrillg 
techniques and instruments. 
Even though the Vela region is in the ZoA and hencp small-scale background variations 
are expected to contribute to the magnitude, the difference between the magnitudes cal-
culated using average and individual sky measurements is smaller than the uncertainty of 
the eye estimated magnitudes. \Ye therefore use the average sk~'-corrected magnitudes for 
the catalogue. which also is consistent with the catalogues by Kraan-Korteweg (2000) and 
\Youdt s.: Kraan-Korteweg (2001). 
Comparison with Hydra-Antlia Catalogue 
A comparison has beenlllade between the observed magnitudes of the Hydra-Antlia and Vela 
('atalogue ('ounterparts (red 'x' symbols in Fig. 2.;)). The correlation coefficient. I' = 0.79. of 
these magnitudes shows a lillear relationship. In Fig. 2.11 a least squares line fit is carried 
out. The fit wit h a var~'ing slope gives 
1.02(0.26)B\o('[a - 0.68(0.55) 
and for a fit with a fixed slope of one the fit is 






The outliers at the faint magnitudes are due to the magnitudes hm'ing been derived from 
the areas. and therefore diameters of the galaxies. \Yhen the diameters between Hydra-
Antlia and Vela were compared (Fig. 2.7) there were some outliers at small diameters and 
therefore the scattpr here is expected. The scatter in the magnitudes are comparable to the 
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Figure 2.11' H,Jr"-"\ntli~ mogni\lHh of VeL. "uwLwrparl>, The su/;J lij~' i, a I"",t "'Ium>' 
line fit ",,'h , fixed ,lop<' oI"lLni1\' ~nd th~ M,c;bftlle!\.,~ "'!uare Ii[)" fil "'Ih a [rl., ,)op" 
Tnt prn~ 1 Cnmp~ri",, 11 
Figuf'<' 2_12 i, 'he comp",-;",n d tl><' ula~nitu(te. of t~ "'mlC !'-I'llu,e, mOil.,ul"J on 0'> .. rbl ~ 
pi\l~ ph''''_ The mrn'la,ion e<>..th";'-'IH , f ' ~ (),S,' ('Unnrlll' lone"'l'" of 'he d,,'~ ,.\ Ie"." 
><lua"" fit. ,-,I ~ Ii"" \() tho d~'~ ill'"'' tho ,e,ul\ 
O_I\:l(G.G7 i[lB + 2,!JtY 1.2'2) 
O''',H 





Tho di"ribut~m j, "rail'll\ (Wit!lLll \he ,('atter) 0'>'('" th .. ",hele magnitllde r~ngo_ Th" 
""ntter '" Ie.,; l><'rnwn lua~nitu(le, from o,..,rlapI';IW ~bl .. " lillleJ'rndh') th"" «'ell bMwocn 










FigHr~ 2.12 ~J.tg"it.1kle (iith'",,,,,,,,, h,.- illl~rnal c,"lIllerparl. on u,,"rl"wj,,~ pb(C. Tt"" 
,,,i.-] Ii"., i. ,> I<-"-<t. -"l"~'" ti,,~ fit. ",1 h a riYM ''''PC ofllnitr ~n~ It:e d""hed leMI ''1''"re line 
fit with ~ fro",' ,1('1-"'_ 
ESO_ [.\' _ The, collid IX' dill' to th" gal"",- ma~nitude, fT<~" Ihi> mlernal "')ill!",r""'lL h~vilLg 
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____ -''''''".,,·'d'".CM~logll~ 2 
F: F.d~" e'll 
N N"~d" "<ig" nIl 
r r """ Ojj 
V Nt'''')X f",',· on 
The ~~libm(.i<lll nf tho \'<,b ='gni(lIck, w><i (he "'):,...."luellL "<>lllptl:rLO<JIl to t.he ESO_ 
LV, Hvdn .. -AHlli~ am! ilLt f>..,W! :nagllilllcies ,Ix)"," lineari!." ",..,. t.!J(' whole ='gni\lI(iL' "mg"_ 
TI~, "wmge "'"'M' of the nlf(pH\llU<> "",j:nal"" j, ~ -_' (1""75 will, Lhe ot.l ... r m'~l0gll(" ~nri 
jU'<'m&llv "ulv ~ ~ [IIT-07. 
2.2.4 Morphology 
\lmpholng)' c:",;ificfi.! io" i_, romplic"' .. .l "'- Yarvi,,~ ",Ii ,"'."011. n~ .. Lo t I", """(;DeLion, m~ny 
' ,w-"",r,.." b!jl(lllll"'" lim",", ",-t ),,<\. Tller"h-e whL ~La," I,.. d",,'inorl "" "" olli]>liml 
<x"lid wry ",ell be Ihe bri~ll hulge of "'1 emly 'piml g" ]""Y 
floe ~j(><pl~)k)g~ (jeIK)t~\~m~ are the ,~me ~, ll,.,d h,V Kr"'~n_Km\ ~~,,~ (2\.100:, amI K"~Ul 
,~- Kr"~u_K()t t.",,,"ll (2(;:)]:, m~l folk) ... , t1", HC2 iJo ""''''0111<'"," ~t aJ. 197ti) t')jlWlL(~)[j. 
\\-ith "n "dditin~l l ro<k In) 'piml minYI-"'" T~blc L, gh·., a ,umpk!>' d""criplion of tl,~ 
nota' .,,' ~nd in (h,' ca(.~logll( ' oach ,"b l_W " is in a d"ti[JcI colUll\H 10 ~y"idiHg '-')Hf"s;';-'u . Tb" 
do"ifi.:,iion< =, m"gh . rcfl' '<Cl ing th,' lllwort~in\v iH ll,.. .ktHmilLa(.~)[J of the ~1()rphoil>g,' 
01 ~altW"" "1,,,,<, ""''''IIo., I....-'n oh,<,,,, .. d_ 
I'b. rat~) oj ghl=,v lYl""' for llo~ Vela region i, (L-SII S_ l .- lIr~.I"~'illcd) = (G'X 7·1% 
10%1 Th" ,,,,ult i, \'f'Ty ,;imil", to i-h .. t f()(lr~.l fnr Ii><' H)'Ur3-Anllia r.g~)[1 (ll(~c, (;jf~,: 
2im1 "n{1 the (;A_('rllx ,egiml<' iH)7, 73%, 1",){,t 
2.;{ Sllb-~;unple IntegratioIl 
O~l of ll1<' J3111 ~all>Xi<" ueL,>o;I<'d. ~95 ill,5'-1) g~lax;"" did jj()( h~Vl' pm""",!"," mooa''''''<1 
b,- Salem_ The g"h,-~y ""Hrilriat.", WId, mi,,;in;; pammN~" ,,""'" loca(l<1 nn pl,\,., XlJ, ~51:f. 
262. ~I I. ~1 4. ~11. m.d ~16. T""", ",e >I\",,'n in ""I in rig. 2 13 
!3<'call,.. "he Ulin'ing m,...loi,,,, (rig, ~.2) 10", b"'lI "eln<;al''<I twit>' ";n", ~,""rn t.lX)k doe 
miglll"l moa'"),{,~I~ul', Ih,' 'dliI~, of Ih,' illllmillOli()n oro ,li~h' ly di,T.'<'[I' lur II .. ,~' ... 
n,..asuroment,s. I'm t!,~ "1i>-"'~lpl~ to Iw prop,,,ly inlo;;''''''<1 in\() 'h,' mam ~a\"I. ,g r ~', ~ ,~' ... 
<:ahh,at.i(lH of tlo< illt~H,ity ,,-'~lc . d(lH~ iH the ox~c( "'ID(' m"rm,'I" '" p.o'jCnlod ill s."" ~.~,3, 
"''''' l~"f()l"!I"'ri, 
Figure 2. 14 >how, in top p"'ld i" 1 the wed;;o, f",' '.he 'OCVl'n indh·id"al pbl.". (iLe b.~ , . ,m 












h~ure 21:1, Tho d1<trihnt ion of [be gab,,; ,a".-lidat.,,; wi lh parameterS recorJe<1 b,' S.Jelli 
( blue) "no tl""", with p",aruoten; dH<'1lliJned and ffiiibrated uy m~ {reo.lj, 
~\=~~'" hetwe", U", "ost "01"'1::.,,; of all the pla(es and aV<'!'><ge between all tM I~)rth-w""t. 
wffig'" fho dOTi "".-] ~nd I",~,,,fur(h a"optr.-I fil be~"''''n intet"':l}' ~nd 21-'t~~ "nrf",," 
" e,e'<it,\' sca le (l""' LOlli ~~I"I) for tI", '"U_,,,u)ple "' 
iogilJ _ iU2:1 >,J) + O.7:1fi. i2.r;A)j 
Thi' relnti on lwl"""'n i~I"ll 'i\;- at..-I 2k<tep ",,,f""" ueI,,;Ly "".Je i., uiH'erent from E~ 
2.2R. Th',,, exr"",led 'i"'-'~ l:le l>iinkin~' ma<:hir., "'''"' IDOYM hetWN'~ tl>< first d",,, c~plmi~g 
aTl(1 \he """-'nd. but (w be ,ho~m) " ct"r ,,~IiIJ<~tion tho two ""mp"''' ,,,,,,It i~ "- ,ml8'«ent 
ual a>et 
In th" f(~l(),.'ing ,nl",odion' I will [If"'Ol" fin;, "" illloTnal d","k 1.0 -,"!L 'fty ' ''''1 (ol1.>i.-
ten"y. Secm.-]I)", t.1", ,l iamH"" , at'e "OlUl''''''''] \0 \hu;e cJ: t1..· main ""Ialo,!;ue. '1 he ma~nitno"" 
ior the ,"t-.-AAmplo ar-,' calihca\.eJ L:>' corn~kr",on to Ill<' main (·"I~u". For bolh tl>< "O<TI_ 
I"'iwn of tl\<C ulatt"""" ",nd Llre I:.La~·nil nJ"" , Ihe ti", ~ r,o g~h'ie, llw( iwIIWatn."(e,, 
un e""h of the ,..,,,n pl", o, W01'e TemON;lll',-,j hy mO (Wil.h ~he ""w :;.-( tin;;'), 
Alth(Rl~'h the foll(lwi~g di"'''».<iCl!1 )'ovo," , ~hat the ne'" paraul"'er. "'" w n, i>lent with 
S~lem ' l ,"all"", Will11~ ~I>< ' l"O\,,J utlCHl.aim ie> theN' galaxi&; ",'ith 1,.,-anLele", TIl~""ure;i hy 
TIle in 'hl< ,I""i, me Ailgg..-1 in roo final t'~~alog~e 
2.3,1 COllsisiellC) uf JHu'Hm<,j<'rs 
u,.fo<~ , j ""ing (0 roc""d 1 ho "'i"';1\I; i',""me\.o)]'" I rH"! ruo ... ill."j a ra'1<J,>(H , amp le of 42 
(hig ano ,mall ) g'""";'" r·lll"'" time. lO le8< In)" own """,i>1encv aDu tr~m my ere to I", .. ,
coD. i<t~n!. ,os J)(}f,.<ibl o. 'J'hi.s wN; d",,,, fur 1,1ate ~ll, 
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W U " " . 1) 
Figur<' 2,1-10 N,,,,' In",n,ity m li bmtion PalOel (~I ,how, tJl \l~. ia(.ea"'t" ,..."J:jj~ [0.- the 
E",\ "od "orth WO<1 ",eng''''. Panel (h1 ,j~)W" the l lI,..~r Jil 10 (.j,.. "verag~ o[ the E."t 
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'1'1., ",'a!.t,'r of" _1~":17 j, ~ocoJ ill <:omp><riooll to t J.· """t\"T of" _ iJ"ti7 IOllna in the 
;nt~rn'" ,xmlp""",,,n ()/' J"""" ~''''rs in s.oc. 2.2 .. 1 
2.3.2 Diameters 
Fig',He ~, lC "how the C'Olll[llll'isou 01 the (];atlldeN_ Th ,hnk [or ueyiatiuno fwIU p11.!.(' to 
plate l1e.., ",,,j',laliUll' "'" .. , (hIe [", a ll pia"" inuiyiJ"a lly :Thc """ll!, fm iI~ii\'irl ',d 
plale, "'" dwv.'u ill Fig. Rl "uJ D.~ ill .'Llll-"'I.uix R) Whil,- tI~'TI' i. ""JU" y",jntioon ITom 
~j~te (0 plat.e. I Jiut! (",crall ,);,eeuJ"ut ool ""eCU ~Iw val~llld('l' oclgiHal!y ",<'n,',Hc'] by Snlem 
~nrl t.l""", m(',,,,,,,,-j '"' 1)."t. of thl, U""'s_ 
The rllau""" ... of the lWQ Jala ,.,~, )",,,, a cucrda,i(Ju ('cd li(j,mt of r - O.&< \ ,,"-', 
"'t',l","" l i~(' ~ I Idd']N..-i li)I('1 g1\"O; 
D, ().71(O .I~nlJ, - ~A~(O.l I} 
A I,'"'' "IU"'-" line tit with a lix .. d ,lupe of une (oolid li,";' g"''''' 
(~~~) 
I ~,6 I ) 
(2 ·" (;1 
rhe Ulle-U/le ""b"Klll u.>cribe, tl~, lrellJ wn' ,,~!l, A, up"d"d. tho:' ,eat"" i, "mnp",~bk, 
t.o ltint «mnJ on mHb,:pplllg plat,,, in s,,,, 2.2 2. '11"""£,,,'" tho:' rlbm(Mn of the , u b-,amp" 
~'" comp,Yabh' (.0 (.h(' ",,' of tl~, ('atalo;:,." It i, worth witemting' that ,h",,, galnxiM Ol~ 
located on tl~' "dg('l( of the plat,(" wh('", ~",ater unc,,"rumy i, r>:[l<'ct<'<.l 'h'"" \""'" d iameter 
diff~rcncc' COl' ""..-.en ,", Ol' "ppe]' limit 
2 .3.3 .\laguitudes 
















< , "" 
" ", " ., ~ ". . 
~/ ' " . >f ' y • .r- . • , " ' 
"" " " 00 e" IJ, ["HOC] 
F;gu,.., 2, 16, Iliarlleter dirt·.r"",,, "1110" 11,· ... ,(. "]11<>1'<0 lin" fit (ho.["'<!li,,oj ""d" 1,·"..,\ :;qu",.., 
fil wi'h ~ fixed ,Io~ 01 one (""lid line) to PI"i<' 200, 2r,g . %2. ,~l I, ~ 11, ~ I r. ann ,~I fi 
Fig"'" 2.17 .]x,..., tile rorn~",""",lJ hel ",""n o]""n"eci llLa!,:uil ude. ",lculat.N ill s..::. 2.2 
01)(1 Ih" reU>eilSUleU j""~llitl>de, with the new "dtin8"_ \ ,10< the diam~tc", the mc.gni1.ude, 
1'1,.", d"",k",] fot "II plcitt" iuJn-iJ"ally (Appeu,llx II P"""'"\' I lle l"a~llitud" (lifl'"",,''' 'e ~"u 
Jocaol ;.qua.-e fit> 10 Plate 200. 208. %2 ""d ,~I I ;n Fig. 8,:1_ Fig 'n'e B.1 ,].ow, Ihe maglJituue 
Jilferencc anJ wa.,' ;.quaT(' tit, to Pl(L(~ :11~ :)10 «ud :l[(i, "" w,-'Il 'b Ihe """aRe lit cojn]~IJin<: 
all th(· pla'e,.j ,\gaill \ h('f(' j , =I>~ "on~liolJ [rum ~b\e lo pl~t", bUl <he overall agr"'Illellt 
lJt'lWffll Jj~oglJi\uue. rnea"«ed hy StolelIl ~nd tl~,,,,, no<,,"un'<! ro, tho, 1I""i.. i, ~o"d 
n,,· magni-u(lL" or thoc (·1'10 uok> ""\0 ['ow a t'OrI'eb·.Klll """iTLc;elLt of,. _ O_kL Th., le"'t 
"I",,,e li"" fi, (~,...,n,...]]il" ' ) ~v .. " 

























l.h .. ~ .•.. -
" " " " '" " '" " 22 f),[""~ 1 
l';~",," 2.17 \T"gllltl~i<' rlitfcTen"" ",ilb ~ lea,1 '~u"r" Ime j i t (d .. ,ht'd h"e) lind a l"",~ ><j u,re 
fil will, ~ he.j 'l,,!w ()[ onc (,()/ict Ii"..) 1.<) Plak 2m. 2;'~. 262. :11 L :n4, :n5 ",11<1 316 
lh~ 'w~\.I.eJ j, .Imll ,t.,,, ,] N\\>.,ten\ w ith ,h,> <>ther opticol cMo.logu(' • . It i, ofl(·n more 
dilhcuH Lo C",\jlll~l" di~m.,t~'~ on ,] ."'e"'go "rigi"]"", foc io'g'" g~l=ic<_ The di'l'l"yerl 
[,rocr llocen:,mlie, [or bege' ~"11<Xi", it, not U\wx,",c\eJ, I" ~ ~~r(. >cul~r, r,. ... RJ::: lfi"'o 
2.4 Extind ioll corrections 
Tl", 7u '\ ho, ""'ing deg'eE;! uf =tiIH'W<llL OY"r~ll Ill<- exlinclion inct",,,,",, [rum (he rtig"" 
(In ~ 10°) of til<- (;,I"ol.io plane to \he , 'enlre of tb., plaue (a _ Ifj. Th~ dblr;I,u\i"11 
uf u""l '" nOL homog~n",-"" "CO' (.()hill' <),mmd,ric aoo111 the Gala<:ti" plane. with HUp' y 
pocke t> ,ucb~, In. hm,,,,, R.o,],', Window (lla:\Ck 1, .. 5) near I ll€ Gala"!.i" bulge giving 
~ t~n"\li" in!l hiuL "I the bidden u\I "go l,.." ic ,ky, "' w,'11 "" ri,.rk d()ud" onri ,mall_'lCale 
,,,,;ali,,, ., 
In the Vela re:.:i"u u l )l . ic~II;· d~\e<\'Y! g~bxi<, "Te "O NY! down to A8 ~ :!'" I""" Fig_ ~,I). 
w ith unly a b"llJlul detfctt<.i "" higher cxUno!.ion.,_ Th", i, con,i,tcI4 "ilh the previuu, 
<urwyffi reg~m" ill \he SQut bern Z"A , \ 1", HY']l'" _,\ntlb (Kn,"n_K"'t.eweg 2{H l). GA anJ 
Crux (Wuuch & Kr""u-Kol' Leweg '~ I)!J I ) regio", 
The m"pit.>, o[ tbe Veb re~iu.' K"h x), c"",,, I;']"\e' Ii< t",,,v,,,,,, I'" :'0 Ali ::: ~m T() 










2"! Extinction corrections 37 
llse as a first approximation the DIRBE extinction maps by Schlegel et al. (100R). These 
have not been calibrated for tbt < 5°, but galaxies in the Vela region are mainly located 
between 5° < tbt < 10°. The values for the reddening (E(B- V)) were downloaded from the 
.\" ASA/IP AC Extragalactic Data base0. The Galactic foreground extinction was deterlllined 
following Cardelli et al. (1989), 
AB = 4.14· };(fl - V). (2.72) 
Given that our diallleters and magnitudes correspond to isophotal rather than total mag-
nitlldes. an additional correction is applied that aC(,(lllnts for flllX loss from the low sllrface-
brightness outer regions of galaxies as derived by Call1eron (1990). Extinction causes the 
low-surface brightness edges of galaxies to be obscured completely such that the diameters 
are reduced. and in turn the magnitudes. 
Dust extinction eH'eets early type and late type galaxies difftc,rt'ntly. Spirals and ellip-
ticals have different surface brightness profiles: el1iplicals have surface brightness profiles 
that decrease as a function of ,.1/4 and spirals IIaw surface brightness profiles that decrease 
exponentially (Sparke &: Gallagher 2007). Therefore spirals are more se\'ercly effected than 
spirals and therefore need to be treated diH'erelltly frolll ellipticals. Galaxies with no lllor-
phological designation where assumed to be spirals. since late type galaxies are llluch more 
lllmwrous than early type galaxies. 
The reduction factor for observed (obscured) apparent diameters to the extinction-
corrected (unobscured) diameters for extinction in the B-band according to Call1eron (1990) 
is: 
(2.73) 
Spirals haw coefficients (l = 0.10 ± 0.02 and ;) = 1.7 ± 0.2. Ellipticals and lenticulars have 
the coefficients () = 0.13 ± 0.01 and fJ = 1.3 ± 0.1. 
:\Iagnit udes are reduced by a factor of 
6A = ¢A'i, (2.74) 
over and above the value of AR (Cameron 1990). 
The coefficients for spirals arc (p = 0.07 JcO.02 and lJ = 2.5±0.2. Ellipticals andlenticulars 
have the coefficients 0 = 0.08 ± 0.0 and l/ = 1.8 ± 0.2. 
It must be noted that for galaxies with large extinctions. AB 2: 6~no. this reduction factor 
grows too rapidly. not onl~' overcompensating but hecottling unreliable'. Therefore an ad hoc 
cut-off for galaxies with extinctions greater than AB = 6~no was used for the calculation 
of both the extinction-corrected magnitudes and diameters. The galax~' candidates with 
AB > 6~llO are wry close to the Plane and mostly have sottle uncertaint~· of their galactic 











38 The Vela Catalogue 2 
Therefore the corrected magnitudes are given by 
B - AB - t.A for A < 6 Il1 
n - AB - t.AA~(j for A 2' 6 Il1 
2.5 Catalogue Description 
(2.75) 
(2.76) 
The Vela deep optical galaxy catalogue is given in the format shown in Table 2.4. A short 
description of each column is provided. The semi-colon ':' after a listed value indicates 
uncertainty in a measurement. The remarks in Column 20 are mostly self-explanatory, the 
most common abbreviations are listed in Table 2.5. 
In Appendix A the catalogue itself is listed. Table A.l gives the main catalogue for all 
galaxies with diameters greater than 12" . Table A.2 lists the additional recorded galaxies 
with diameters smaller than 12" . 
T<'1ble 2.4: A short description of the entries in the catalogue.(Doth Table A.l and A.2) 
Column Description 
1 Running number. ordered by RA (.12000) 
2 (} Right Ascension (2000.0) 
3 (j Declination (2000.0) 
4 I Galactic longitude 
5 b Galactic latitude 
6 Plate number 
7 X X-coordinate in mrn as measured from centre of plate 
8 Y Y -coordinate in mm as measured from centre of plate 
9 Flag for subsample N 
10 D Large diameter in arcseconds 
11 d Small diameter in arcseconds 
12 AH Extinction in the B-band 
13 DO Extinction corrected large diameter in arcseconds 
14 B Apparent magnitude 
15 BO Extinction corrected isophotal magnitude 
16 Uncertainty of extragalactic nature 
17 Hubble Type 




N umber superimposed stars 
Remarks (detailed in Table 2.5) 
2.6 Chapter Conclusion 
The Vela catalogue positional accuracy is 1~'2 in Declination and 1~'3 in RA. Comparison 










2.6 Chapter Conclusion 
Table 2.5: Explanation of common abbreviations in Colullln 20 
Abbreviation 























High surface brightness. vHSB for ver~' HSB 
Low surface brightness. vLSD for very LSB 
nehula'? 
Planetary Nebula 




Hydra- Antlia catalogues show a scatter of 15~17 and 6~1.85 respectively. An internal analysis 
of diameters showed a scatter of 6~18. 
Vela magnitude estimates were calibrated by comparing magnitudes with identified coun-
terparts in tilt' Lauberts catalogue. The comparison of magnitude estimates with the 
Lauberts and Hydra catalogues both have a scatter of ~ 0111 75. Internal analysis shows 
a scatter of 0111 57. 
A sub-sample of -195 galaxy candidates' parameters were recorded under slightly different 
condition and were successfully integrated into the main catalogue. 
Extinction corrections for both the diameters and magnitudes were done first by correct-
ing for foreground extinction and t.hen also correcting for loss of outer low surface-brightness 






















This chapter presents a discussion of the Vela deep optical catalogue. In Sec. 3.1 the prop-
erties of the galaxy candidates are investigated. in particular how magnitudes and diameters 
are (a) distributed. (b) dependent on foreground extinction ane! (c) indicate completeness 
of the catalogue. 
In Spc. 3.2 an analysis of thp 2D distribution of galaxips is carripd out in tprms of diffprpnt 
paran1Ptprs for a first assessment of clustering and of LSS. 
3.1 Properties of the Galaxies 
3.1.1 Magnitude and diameter distribution 
Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the observed (top panel) and extinction-corrected (bot-
tom) magnitudes (left) and diameters (right) of the 3922 galaxies with diameters greater 
than 12/1. The average observed diameter is < D > = 20/1 and the extinction-corrected 
diameters is < DO >= 53/1. The average obsen'ed magnitude is < n >= ls~n-1 and the 
extinction-corrected magnitude is < no >= 16Ill7. 
Table 3.1 shows the Vela properties with three other catalogues of this series i.e. for 
sirnilarl~' dptectpd. idpntifipd and measured galaxips. in t 11P Hydra-Ant lia (Kraan-Kortpwpg 
2000). GA and Crux (\Youdt & Kraan-Korteweg 2001) regions. 
The Vela region on average has smaller diameters « D >= 20") than the other regions. 
The Vela region has a smaller stardensity than the other catalogues since it is further from 
the central bulge. Thus even though galaxies in the region have a higher average extinction 
< As >= l~n-1S than e.g. in the Hydra-Antlia catalogue which has an awrage extinction 
of < AB >= 1~n2-1 (Kraan-Korteweg private communication). it is more . transparent'. 
Therf'fore morp galaxies closer to the limiting extinction levpl can be identifipd. It also 
contains many morc small galaxics. This {'an bc an cffc{'t of strong forcgronnd cxtinction or 
an indication of distant overdensities. This is explored further in Sec. 3.2 and Chap. -1. 
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3.2 First indications of structure 47 
3.2.1 Diameter distribution 
Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of galaxy candidates with the size of the markers scaled in 
terms of relative diameter. Panel (a) shows the relative sizes of observed diameters across 
the Vela region with D ::,. 12/1. Panel (b) shows the relative sizes of extinction-corrected 
diameters for D ::,. 12/1. Comparing the top and middle panels it is clear that in higher 
extinction regions the intrinsically larger galaxies are observed. The orange contour is the 
As = 3Ill extinction level. Note that galaxies at extinctions higher than the As > 31ll 
contour have been omitted since their diameters are over-corrected. (Some galaxies appear 
to be in As > 3 III • but they are in small pockets of less obscuration.) There is some clumping 
of galaxies. For any further structure analysis only galaxies with D ::,. 12/1 will be regarded. 
For completeness. Fig. 3.5 panel (c) highlights that the small galaxies (D < 12/1) are 
prominent mostly at lower extinction levels. As such they are not a complete diameter 
sample. They also are more frequent in areas of apparent high density. These galaxies are 
not used in further structure analysis. 
3.2.2 Morphology distribution 
Figure 3.6 shows where the elliptical and spiral galaxies lie within the Vela region. as well 
as galaxies with unknown morphologies. Ellipticals are mostly found in high density en-
vironments and can be used for very rough indications of where clustering may occur. 
The elliptical galaxies seem strongly clustered in several areas. In particular two small 
clumps at (I. b) ~ (273°.8°). (274°.8°), and another one on the opposite side of the Plane at 
(I. b) ~ (264 0 • -8°) stand out. It is also worth noting the quite smooth or 'even' distribution 
in the area 245° < I < 2500 .-10 0 < b < _8° which has a higher density than other areas of 
similar extinction (e.g. at higher longitudes and above the Galactic Plane). 
The distribution of the more numerous spiral galaxies is evenly spread across the region 
though with some clear under-dense regions as well. especially where foreground extinction 
increases. 
3.2.3 Two dimensional magnitude interval maps 
I now inwstigate the LSS in thf' Vela region different ly hy looking at inf'rf'asing f'xtinction-
corrected magnitude intervals. If, as a first approximation. we assume that all galaxies 
have the same luminosity, then galaxies of the same magnitude will be at the same dis-
tance. hence fainter galaxies will be more distant on average. For example. the same bright 
spiral or elliptical galaxy with an absolute magnitude of !lIB =- 21I1l (Schechter 1976) 
will at ~ 20 OOOkm S-1 have an extinction-corrected magnitude of EO = 16I1l whereas at 
~ 8 OOOkm s-1 it would have an extinction-corrected magnitude of EO = 14I1l. 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show panels of increasing magnitudes (decreasing brightness) 111 
intervals of one magnitude. In Fig. 3.7: The galaxies with EO <::: 15I1l i.e. the brightest 
galaxies in the catalogue are scattered across the whole region. This is expected since the 
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50 Catalogue Discussion 3 
detected at higher extinction levels than their fainter counterparts. There is SOIIle apparent 
clumping at (I. b) ~ (266°. -9°).(254°. -60 ) and (25(F. _7°) below the Galactic Plane and 
another clump at (I. b) ~ (269°. 7~5) above the Plane. 
The next panel 151I1 < no ::.; 161I1 shows clumping in an area around (I. b) ~ (248°. -7°) 
hinting at some nearby structure and this coincides with the even distribution of elliptical 
galaxies seen in top frame of Fig. 3.6. The galaxies with 16 111 < no ::.; 17'" are spread quite 
evenly across the region. 
In Fig. 3.8 the fainter magnitude intervals trace increasingly distant structure. but 
are hampered b~' the foreground extinction and thus appear more concentrated at lower 
foreground extinction regions. For 17'" < no ::.; 181I1 there is apparent clustering at (I. b) ~ 
(275°.8°) across the AB = 1"' extinction contour which coincides with the two clumps of 
elliptical galaxies in Fig. 3.6. At (l. b) ~ (264°. -8°) a concentration of galaxies coincides 
with another elliptical clustering. and can he traced into the next frame \\·here a a gap in 
the foreground extinction facilitates detection of the distant galaxies. The areas around 
(I.b) ~ (264°.-8°) and (245°,-9°) in the 171ll < no ::.; 18 111 interval show a very high 
density of galaxies for AB > I'll. 
The galaxies with the faintest magnitudes. no > 181ll . appear in areas of least extinction 
where dim galaxies are less effected by foreground extinction and therefore more and more 
distant structures can be traced. The clumping at (I. b) ~ (258°.8°) has a high density of 
faint galaxies for AB > 1111 where the rest of that extinction level is \'er~' sparsel,\' populated. 
3.3 Chapter Conclusion 
The average diameter and magnitude in the Vela catalogue is similar to those of adjacent 
optical catalogues (Hydra-Antlia. Crux and GA: Table 3.1) with the greatest discrepancy 
being a larger than average extinction corrected average diameter. The dist ribution of 
opticallv detected galaxies in the Vela region follow the AR = 31I1 extinction contour of the 
ZoA well. The completeness of the catalogue as a function is comparable to the adjacent 
H~'dra-Antlia catalogue. 
The hrst indicat ion of LSS in the Vela region can be seen particularly well by the dUlllp-
ing of the distribution of early type galaxies. Elliptical galaxies are mostly found in high 
density environlllents. Examinatioll of extinction corrected Illagnit \Ide intervals as a first 
approximation for distance intervals show promising hints of extended LSS especially the 
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The Vela deep optical galaxy catalogue provides an excellent basis for a redshift survey 
to fill in the lllissing LSS in the ZoA. Although. as seen in the previom; chapter. the 2D 
distribution and accompanying parameter information can be used as a first indication of 
LSS. t hl' bl'st first proxy for distancl's arl' rl'dshift llH'aSnreml'nt s. A .1D-distribution (I. b. v) 
can be used to map the matter distribution in the Vela region which - with further analysis 
- can providl' wlocity flow maps of thl' region. In addition. this information can bl' addl'd 
to the larger pool of known redshifts for a more complete all-sky picturc of LSS and the 
d.\"namics in the local Universe. 
Given that most of the galaxies III the ZOA are heavily obscured and previously un-
charted. ver.\· few redshifts are known in this region compared to the rest of the sky. To 
trace the structures indicated in the Fig. 3.7 and 3.8. I did a small redshift survey with the 
grating spectrograph on the 1.9-m Radcliffe telescope in Sutherland. The aim of these obser-
vations were to cOlllplelIlent the GdF observations (shown in Sec. 5.1.1) which are confincd 
to a slllall part of the Vela ZoA survey region. Even though it has a smaller aperture and 
a single slit. it is well suited to get good coverage by probing the region uniforlllly and fol-
lowing up on a few 6dF galaxies to confirm them. albeit being more sparsely sampled. :\"ote 
that small aperture and old spectrograph does not allow to probe the faintest (B 2: 171P5) 
and more distant ((' 2: 10 000) galaxies. 
After a general overview of spectroscopic ohservations in Sec...t.2. I will describe the data 
reduction and results of the 1.9-m observations in Section 4.3. 
4.2 Spectroscopy 
A redshift is obtained by observing a spectrum ancill1easuring the shift. ~A. in the absorption 











54 Redshift Survey 4 
Th<' reoshift of a galaxy is defined as. 
( 4.1) 
where A is the observed wavelength of the absorption/emission line and AD is the rest wave-
length of the line of the spectrum. The redshift is a measure of how the wavelength of light 
has shifted towards the longer, redder wavelengths due to motion of the source away from 
the observer or 'blue shifted' light for an approaching object. The red and blue shift of 
light is oftell interpreted as analogous to the Doppler effect, observed WhCll sound wavcs are 
contracted or stretched due to the Illotion of the origin of tllP sound or observer. 
The relationship between redshift and velocity is given hy. 
7) = cz (4.2) 
where c is the speed of light. 
In 1929 Hubble realized that the recession velocity of a galaxy is correlated to its distance. 
He found a linear relationship between distance (T) and velocity (VII)' This relationship. 
now called the Hubble law, is given as, 
(4.3) 
where Ho is called the Hubble constant. It is now understood that the expansion of the 
Universe causes this observed recession velocity. 
In addition to the expansion velocity, other factors Illay contribute to the observed radial 
velocity. A component is due to gravitational interaction with neighbouring galaxies. ~/e 
observe velocity dispersion in groups (~150km S-I; Abell 1975, Carroll & Ostlie 2007) and 
clusters (~800-1000kms-l; Abell 1975, Carroll & Ostlie 2007), as well as large scale flows 
due to inhomogeneous mass distribution in the Universe (e.g. Peebles et al. 2001. Watkins 
et al. 2009, Feldman et al. 2010). This is call~)d the peculiar velocity. Thus the radial velocity 
we observe is, 
V=VH+'Up (4.4) 
where v II is the recession velocity and 'Up is the peculiar velocity. This is especially important 
locally where 1J Hand vp are of the same order of magnitude. vp is usually hard to measure 
or correct for. we therefore use redshift space to map LSS. Thus redshift/velocity acts as a 
first proxy for distance and provides the third dimension to our on-sky positions of galaxies. 
Spectra can be obtained with instrulllents through which light is dispersed with e.g. a 
prism or diffraction grating. The variation in the intensity of the light at different wavc-
lengths gives the continuum shape, and the absorption and/or emission lines of a object. 
Both the shape of the continuuIIl and spectral line strengths are dependent on the mor-
phology of the galaxy. The location of line features provide redshift information. Typical 
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nearb.v Cniverse are listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 (Fairall 1998). Both these tables have 
the name of the line ill the first column and the rest \vavelength in the second column. 
Table 4.1: T~'pical absorption lines in galaxy spectra adopted from Fairall (1998). 
Name AO [X] 
[Call] (K) 3933.7 
[Call] (H) 3968.5 
H6 41Ol.7 
Cal 4226.7 




NaI (D) 5889.9 
Ho 6562.8 
Table 4.2: Typical emission lines in galaxy spectra adopted from Fairall (1998). 


















4.3 1.9m Radcliffe Telescope 
In January 2010. observations were carried out over a period of two weeks with the l.9-111 
Rackliffe telescope! at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) in Sutherland. 
South Africa. The single slit. grating spectrograph with the SITe CCD was used. The slit 
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No.7 was used [or high dispersion (2.8A/pixel) and tilted to an angle of 17.2° to cover the 
wavelength range of aooo to 7500 Angstriim. This wide wavelength range was chosen so 
that hoth the Hand K lines, as well as the Hn line can potent iaIly he ident ificd. The SITe 
CCD has 266x1798 pixels. 
Typical exposure times for galaxies were one to a few times 15 or 20 minutes. This is the 
maximum exposure time to avoid excess contamination from cosmic rays and saturation. 
Seeing was generally two arcseco11ds but could vary betwecn 011e a11d five arcscconeis. Wit h 
2 arcsecond seeing, a galaxy of n ~ 16 lIlag with 2x20 min exposures resulted in a SIN ratio 
of ~ (3 - 7. 
'Af'eather permitting, exposures of standard radial velocity stars were taken twice a night. 
Table 4.5 lists the standard stars that have been observed. The selected stars are very bright 
(5-8 mag) and their exposure times ranged between three and six seconds. 
An arclmnp exposure of 60 seconds was taken before and after each galaxy and standard 
radial velocity star exposure. Arclamp exposures are critical for wavelength calibration 
because of their well measured spectral features over range of a500A-7500A (see Section 
4.a.2). Arclamp exposures were done with a Copper Argon (CuAr) lamp. 
Dome flat fields were taken every day (40 x 20sec exposures) to calculate the response 
function of the SITe CCD. 
Of the two weeks of observing time allocated to this project, 51% of the time yielded 
good data. 49% o[ the time was lost due to bad weather conditions and technical problems. 
The majority of clear time was photometric. 
4.3.1 Sample Selection 
The observing sample was chosen from the Vela optical catalogue presented in Chapter 2. 
The aim was to get an uniform spread across the Vela region. Galaxies were selected from 
the optical catalogue that have (a) all apparent magnitude below of n <:: 17~1l5 and (b) 
an extinction-corrected apparent magnitude below no = 16~n5. The apparent magnitude 
cut-ofT was made due to the long exposure times required for rainter galaxies when using the 
1.9-rn telescope. Therefore only the brightest compact galaxies were chosen. Since spirals 
often have LSB disks the sample was dominated by spirals with prominent bulges and early 
type (E/SO) galaxies. 
The apparent magnitude of a bright spiral or elliptical galaxy with an absolute mag-
nitude of Af'B = _21tll (Schechter 1976) behind 1m of extinction in the B-band at ~ 
200()Okms- 1 would be 17m . The magnitude limits were also chosen with the aim of sam-
pling the hrightest ga.1axies at the distance of the unexpected overdensity found in the 6dF 
data. our limit should therefore just allow us to obtain redshifts for these galaxies. 
The initial cutoff resulted in 714 candidates. This was reduced to 202 when a extindioll-
corrected apparent magnitude limit of no <:: 15m was applied. Galaxies previously observed 
in the (3dF fields were omitted from the obserying list, except for four galaxies which were 










-1.3 1.9m Radcliffe Telescope 57 
----------
TIl(' final ohs('fved sampk comprised of ;)6 galaxies (Ta hk U). Figllre 1.:) shows the 
distribution of observed galaxies across the Vela region. Table -1.-1 shows the cross identifi-
cation of the observed galaxies from other catalogues, as well as the I..! published velocities 
found in :\"ED2. Galaxies with published velocities provided data to calibrate uncertainties 
in the \·elocit~· determination. 
Table 4.3: Galaxies observed at SAAO. 
Vela I b Type B AB B O Exp. Time 
ID [deg] [deg] [mag] [mag] [mag] [s] 
23 2"!5.17 -9.82 E 16.5 0.62 15.9 2x1200 
71 2..!5.18 -9.45 E 15.9 0.60 15.3 2x1200 
115 2..17.41 -10.01 S 15.9 1.23 1..!.6 2x1200 
168 2..!6.38 -9.20 S 15.6 0.87 14.7 2x1200 
173 256.59 3.23 S 16.1 1.73 I..!. 1 2x1200 
175 2..!6.62 -9.30 F 15.3 1.01 U.3 2x1200 
178 2..!6.53 -9.25 S 15.9 0.93 U.9 2x1200 
181 2..!6.50 -9.22 S 16.3 0.92 15.3 2x1200 
189 2..!5.96 -8.93 F 16.-1 0.77 15.6 2x1200 
235 247.88 -9.58 S 16.3 1.23 1..!.9 1x1200 
276 2..!5.51 -8.10 S 15.5 0.79 1..!.7 2x1200 
28..! 2..17.-11 -9.03 F 16.8 1.52 15.1 2x1200 
297 2"!8.52 -9.52 S 14.7 1.26 13.3 1x1200 
310 2..!9.38 -9.88 F 15.0 lA6 13.-1 2x1200 
339 2..!9.33 -9.88 S 15.0 1.51 13.3 1x1200 
3..!1 2..!5.57 -7.78 S 14.8 1.03 13.7 lx1200 
37..! 2..!7.39 -8.53 E 16.1 1.10 1..!.9 2x1200 
396 2..!8.2"! -8.84 S 14.8 1.76 12.8 1x1200 
..!06 2..!8.77 -9.08 F 15.8 1.71 13.9 1x1200 
..!66 2..!9.55 -9.01 E 16.7 1.62 1..!.9 2x1200 
..!89 2"!8.17 -8.22 E 16.6 1.2..! 15.3 2x1200 
670 250.32 -8.31 S 16.7 1.65 1..!.8 1x1200 
676 2..!8.69 -7.44 S 1..!.4 1.61 12.6 2x1200 
738 250.63 -8.00 S 17.3 1.9..! 15.0 2x1200 
763 2..!9.70 -7.57 E 16.-1 1.80 1..!.-1 1x1200 
82..! 2..!9.75 -6.80 S 17.2 2.60 13.9 2x1200 
825 2"!9.71 -6.77 S 17.0 2.58 13.7 2x1200 
832 252.31 -8.11 S 17.3 2.06 14.8 2x1200 
869 250.62 -6.85 S 17.5 2.-10 1..!.5 2x1200 
909 257.70 -10.14 S 16.3 1.37 1..!.8 2x1200 
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Table 4.3 -- continued 
Vela b Type B AD BO Exp. Time 
ID [clcg] [cleg] [mag] [mag] [mag] [s] 
921 252.30 -7.04 S 17.6 2.87 13.7 2x1200 
948 253.06 -7.10 K 16.6 2.73 13.0 2x1200 
968 252.20 -6.36 S 18.0 2.72 14.4 2x1200 
1001 253.68 -6.80 E 17.4 3.00 13.8 2x1200 
1006 253.47 -6.73 S 17.4 2.89 13.5 lx1200 
1007 253.47 -6.73 S 17.7 2.87 13.0 1x1200 
1386 250.53 -6.34 S 16.2 l.90 14.0 2x1200 
1463 265.97 -9.75 E 16.8 3.19 12.9 2x1200 
1635 25l.55 2.01 F 15.8 2.64 12.7 1x1200 
1636 25l.56 2.01 L 17.9 2.60 14.5 2x1200 
1803 255.25 5.48 L 16.4 l.57 14.7 2x1200 
1823 255.77 5.58 S 16.1 l.50 14.4 2x1200 
1836 255.67 5.65 E 13.5 l.58 11.7 lx1200 
1860 258.14 4.57 S 16.9 2.24 14.1 2x1200 
1880 257.01 6.12 S 13.2 l.43 1l.6 2x1200 
1891 257.47 5.81 S 16.3 l.62 14.4 1x1200 
2107 26l.82 5.65 S 16.9 1.89 14.6 2x1200 
2429 259.79 10.18 S 16.0 1.15 14.7 2x1200 
2520 263.35 8.00 S 13.5 l.03 12.4 1x1200 
2524 263.92 7.52 S 15.2 l.00 14.1 lx1200 
2609 264.44 8.13 S 16.4 0.95 15.3 2x1200 
2657 264.70 8.29 L 16.5 1.14 15.3 2x1200 
2658 266.57 6.42 L 15.7 1.44 14.1 2x1200 
3376 272.61 8.01 E 17.9 1.18 16.7 1x1200 
3520 274.44 7.89 E 18.1 0.88 17.1 1x1200 











Table 1.11: Cross-idclltifinll.iolls (llld ot hl'r published rcdshifts if (lv,tilabk. eN 
Vela Ii Cross II) Vdo('ity Heferellce '.0 ::: 
II) [<leg] [<leg] [klll/s] ::0 
0) 
2:~ 215.17 -D.S2 21\IASX .J0715:1155-:Um171 P.. 2.-
71 215.1S -9.15 21\IASX .J0717072(i-:~2511 97 ~ 
115 217.11 - ](Ull ,....: 
'D' 
HiR 24{UR -9.20 NVSS .J072045-:~:~500S ro ;!; 
17:~ 25G.59 :1.2:~ FAIRALL 111G 9467 ± 75 Fairall (1988) 0 '0 
175 24G.62 -9.:m PKS 0718-:~4 
'D 
8500 ± 15 Collobcrt d al. (2006) 
178 246.5:3 -9.25 21\1ASX .107204877-3100418 
181 246.50 -9.22 2MASX .107205431-3358308 
189 245.96 -8.9:1 2MASX J07205902-:B21421 
235 247.88 -9.58 ESO 367- G 020 
27G 245.51 -8.10 ESO :~(j7- G 021 
284 247.11 -9.0:3 
297 24S.52 -9.52 ESO :~67- G 02:~ 
:Wl 249.3S -9.8S 2MASX .J0721127G-:lG·1S120 
:~:~9 24fU:~ -9.SR ESO :~(i7- G 024 :lllG Crook ct al. (2008) 
:HI 2,15.57 -7.7S ES012S- G ml I !Jl5 ± 1 Thcurc(ln ('t al. (1998) 
:171 247.:19 -S.5:~ 21\IASX .J0725·1G50-:~42(i42(i 
:HW 248.24 -S.S1 ESO :~(iS- G 00 I 2S(i1 ± 7 TI"'Il)'{"Ul ct al. (UJ!J8) 
10G 21S.77 -!J.OS 21\IASX .J072G2G:~5-:~5;)12H SSI5 ± 20 Yamada d al. (I 9!J4) 
4(i(i 2·19.55 -D.OO 21\IASX .J072S292:~-:Hi:~:U:H 
is!) 24S.17 -S.21 2MASX .J072S519G-:~15905S 
G70 25(J.:l2 -s.:n 2MASX J07:mS44-:~(i545:~:~ 
G7G 21S.70 -7.11 ESO :lGS- G 005 
7:1S 250.6:3 -7.99 2MASX ,107:1526:39-:mJ2267 











Table 4.4 continued 
c;, 
0 
Vela l b Cross ID Velocity Reference 
ID [deg] [deg] [km/s] 
763 249.70 -7.57 2l\IASX .107350805-3601496 
824 249.75 -6.80 2l\IASX .10738:3700-:3541587 8287 Crook et al. (2008) 
825 249.71 -6.77 2l\IASX .107:383791-3539137 
832 252.:31 -8.11 2l\IASX .107385499-:383:3501 
869 250.62 -6.85 
909 257.70 -10.14 
921 252.30 -7.04 
948 253.06 -7.10 2MASX .107451544-384:3199 
968 252.20 -6.35 2l\IASX .107462675-3736461 5773 Crook et al. (2008) 
1001 253.68 -6.89 2MASX .107474884-:3909277 
1006 253.47 -6.7:3 
1007 253.47 -6.73 
1386 259.53 -6.34 2l\IASX .108061128-4352169 
146:3 265.97 -9.75 2l\IASX .108085396-5105056 
16:35 251.55 2.01 
16:36 251.56 2.01 
1803 255.26 5.48 ESO :371- G 008 
182:3 255.77 5.59 2MASX .108451082-:3:354402 
1836 255.67 5.65 NGC 266:3 2102 ± 26 de Vall(,()lllcurs ct al. (1991) 
1860 258.H 4.57 2MASX .108482835-362:3084 
1880 257.D1 6.12 ESO 371- G 020 2368 ± 4 TIll'UfeaU et al. (1998) 1::0 
~ 
1891 257A7 5.81 ESO :371- G 021 : 8: 
2107 261.82 5.65 2MASX .10904:3:3:31-:3829221 4805 ± 5 Fisher ct al. (1995) . ::+' 
2429 259.78 10.18 ESO 372- G 010 2260 ± 45 .Jones et al. (2009) CfJ 
i ~ 
2520 263.35 8.00 KGC 2845 2530 ± 6 Bottindli ct al. (199:{) .< 1) ,,< 










Tabl!' 1.1 continll!'d It 
, >--" 
VIda Ii Cross II) Velocity Rder!'lIce Co 
JJ) [deg] [deg] [km/s] a 
?:I 
2521 26:1.92 7.52 ESO :111- C; 011 "" 0-
2609 261.11 1l.I:l ESO :IIS- G 002 S 
2(iS7 261.70 1l.29 HII'ASS .I0924-:11l 41114 ± 9 l\1"Y"r d al. (2()()4) ~ 
2651l 266.57 (i.42 ESO :1l5- C; 007 
i~ 
ro 
:n76 272.61 8.91 21\1ASX .I09574119-4:1J0074 ;!; ci 
:1520 274.14 7.1l9 21\1ASX .I]()021129-4524581 1::l (D 










4.3.2 n"t" Reduction and Single Slit Al1aly~i~ 
UtA!' reduction 
The n-<lucUou uf U,e ra" <hI'" wa, c"""i,xl out u,ing t~e lm~ge Hrdllct,ion ann Anfll,.." 
Facili(,' (IItAF)', Th<, "xluct ~Hl ,j'1" fwm the mw eel) im"g~ t.o ~ \wo dim"mj"lJaI, 
""wi<'Ilglh "aliurat<<1 "f""'tIl1lU ore ontlincd in d el" il in '\p[><ncth e 
In lx,,,' ~he r~w eCD Image (}'ig, 4 I) v;,,, Ii"t ,'o!!ed.ed I", t.ho ('cn b;,c.< ",,<1 the' 
eCl) rp'pon';{', Th" '''''' mnl" 'ning. tlw g"l"xy 'J)('C"um o~ W<'II • .., a !e~' l'ow' of ~he;lcy 
Iw'kgro(loo ' J)('Ctrllm ,,= ~,t.]'"c\"l. Unce hor kgrouud ,uh\wc\ed, Ill" arC "1','CtIwn (Fig. 
4.2:' w"" n'«'(i II> "~v(''''ngth calibr~te I he <p«"\ rll"l. After which O<.»,mi<: r"y' ,",WP rellHm<l, 
""ri t',,, ll","" ohje<\< w,ll ,,]utlipt,· e::qXl.HI"', I),., "1'",'1ra "'''f'' , tack<'fl, 
looi\'i<111~1 'p,'c~ra a,,' p kltt<<1 in ApJ~'ooix Il. 
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calculate the recession velocities and their uncertainties of the galaxies. 
Over the 2 week observing run two standard radial \'elocit\, stars were observed every 
night (when clear). The stellar spectra were used as templates for cross-correlation with the 
galaxy spectra. 
To select the most reliable stellar spectra to use as templates. the following procedure 
was implemented. For N observed standard radial \'elocitv stars. with known \'elocities, Vi 
1. Each of the N stars were cross-correlated with the other S - l. Star i would then have 
S - 1 velocities, Vcalc.,j. The difference. L'diff.I' between I'; and the average velocity, 
1 
I , '---'1' 
111'('.1 - "V _ 1 Lcak.)· (4.5) 
rl.7 
was calculated for each star. 
2. Step 1 was repeated for the fl.I stars with the lowest l'dlffl' The l'diff.l (fl.!) for this 
smaller sample was averaged and the standard deviation. (J'\[. was calculated. 
3. For the final template sample. 10 of the 19 stars with I'd; ff.1 within l.5(J',\[ were chosen. 
All tht' galaxies were cross-correlated with the ten templates. Thirteen spectra were 
either very weak detections (S/N < 4) or so low S/:-::' that they were discarded. Two galaxy 
spt'ctra were contaminated with light from a nearhy star. 
Fit for emission line galaxies 
The redshifts from emission lines were measured using the task emsao in the package rvsao 
of IRAF. emsao identifies individual lille alld gives their velocity'. \\'hell the lines werc 
too broad and overlapped at their bases, I used the splot task in the noao package to fit 
Gaussian curves to the peaks. Hdiocentric correction were made. I then took the average 
of all the line velocities to calculate the galaxv's redshift. 
Uncertainty analysis 
The redshifts obtained by cross-correlation have a contrast factor. R (Tomy &: Davis 1979). 
\Voudt (l<)!Ji'la) shows how t.he velocity ullcertaillties obtailled at the UJm Haddif!'c relate 
to the R parameter. This curve is reproduced in Figure -lA. It traces the upper limit to t.he 
H'locit,\· uncertainty for any givcll value of H. The red circles represellt the differellce betweell 
the newlv determined and literature redshifts for six previously observed galaxies. :-::'ote that 
t'xcept for one outlier, they are all constrained to lie below the cun·c. The outlier is the 
elliptical galax,\' Vela0178 which has lwen cross-identified with PKS 071i'l-:'H. The redshift 
was determined with a wide-beam radio telescope and the emission more likely originates 
from an adjacent spiral seen in the optical image. 
The uncertainties of redshifts obtained from emission lines were calculated depending on 
the number of lines identified. An uncertainty of 100 km/s \\'as assumed for a single line and 















Fig",e 4.4, R~I.l·liOtl be'''''t'''~ R "Htl ve!ociL.l' ,,,,certainLy for the l.\l-rn fu,Jdjlfe '" JeLer-
mincl b,· Wuu,lt (19'J~"'). The I~d ,lot., indimLe 1·1", JilI~re~t'e b.1",,,en the SAA() ""i,hift.' 
all<1 pre,-iuu, ly publi'hed rro,hift,; d"t.ernllnro by ub,orplinll feull\"',. 
li", \lneert";n,i", for reJ'hift< "l>t~in"l fron , en,h>ioll hn ... ""e ~el~'nlllv lo""er I""" ~ 
Wkm, l), km "1"'~l\ailH ie, lor r<>J,hift, ul>l...inoo fww ab.",-,<pLiull line, (".' ~ lCilkm.- 1) 
Thi" is Jcoc \0 ellli,sioo lin ... j,.,- Il.l<l,ue kin!; ,harP'lr and clearer whereas abou,pLiun li"", 
for Kal",,;'>" are gem,,,..!lv bw"Jerl<.'d ,,,lod I"", p<or ... mcro 
·/. 3. 3 R "H Ult. s 
Tabl~ 1.0 Ij,L, the ooL'ined red,hifL~. The morphology ~\)d m,-.gni1.\ld<' of coch g~l.u)' ;., 
.'11;0 indicat«i. '" ""II ,.., wh<tho,. omis,inn ,,.. "hsorplioll Jill'" ",ere ",hi [or lh. ,,,,l>hj[1 
t'"knl~tion Figuro 4.5 ,ill)w, li, . dj'lribnlioll of II", 5-6 )Sal""ie, uben-"J. Th. 'I)edra 
""nitoJ in 11 ,,,,loi,jlh (cjrd<c;). ~ ,Iar c"'""'niIl~,ed 'pe<'''a ("ur<) uoo l~ lMHHict"d.iol).' 
(ern .. ,,,,,,,) 
'j"~l¥ 1.7 li,t, """ twu ~alaxie,; "ilh ",',- cuntawinatN 'p""1.m. -hOle 4,~ Ii"., th" 
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Table 4.6: Redshift results from SAAO observations. 
Vela Ahsorption Emission Literature 
ID [krn/5] [km/s] [klll/ s] 
23 10432 = 58 
71 2321 = 38 
168 8745 ± 16:3 
173 9524 = 33 9467 ± 7.5 
175 8715 ± 100 8500 ± 15 
178 9236 ± 173 9278 = 100 
181 8827 ± 116 
189 8612 ± 197 
235 8417 ± 216 8365 = 71 
276 8691 ± 81 
297 8715 ± 153 
310 2812 ~ 120 
341 1976 = 50 1915 ± 4 
374 9864 ± 123 
396 2888 = 45 2861 ± 7 
406 8907 = 33 8815 ± 20 
466 9329 ± 223 
489 1077 ± 163 
670 7096 ± 112 
676 8379 ± 134 
763 1499 = 50 
948 2932 ± 156 
1001 5882 ± 181 
1386 11365 = 35 
1463 8400 ± 244 8258 = 71 
1803 2387 ± 114 
1823 2117~138 
1836 2043 ± 114 2102 ± 26 
1860 10973 = 58 
1880 2400 ± 183 2368 ± 4 
1891 1965 ± 133 
2107 4804 = 38 4805 ± 5 
2429 2250 ± 97 2260 ± 45 
2520 2483 + 122 2.530 ± 6 
2524 5078 ± 116 
2609 4817 ± 98 
2657 4767 ± 143 4814 ± 9 
2658 4963 ± 147 
3:376 11279 + 178 
3520 19709 ± 154 
















1'11(1"0 Vi The figll' . ,how, the eli" rib":~Hl of K~loxie< c,b""" .. rl ,,' SAA() 'fbI' ,oJ ('ir!'!., 
ill']i<:Me oI_rv~li()n. ~h~t , .. ",jled in c0ufirmoi. red'hift<, ,)-,c or""",. mdic"", nClll-aotO<'tiClm 
"nJ tho "ar.' "'" g"lax;,-, ",'hu"" '[><'Cl , " ""r<' .lru- "nn("ll\in~kJ, The ~W() hi"" tjrdes 
illdic~te whore the ',",0 7'(),\ &IF ti..-l,j, ij,' (><'<' S" _5.11:1 
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5<'v<'[~1 of (he OIJil~1 )1;"Lui"" ai,!,!")' , ha ract.ori"jc< ol Im 'ing "cliy,' nnckL in l '~lticnbr 
those cl S.yfff\ ~.J~. Scykrt. ~"laxio_. ~ro "clin-lI"l~xb "])d ~,,- ch~l~ctn;,,'d L} ~ 1H' 
~re""n"" ul >i.rong errri""n line, or iginal.ing fn,m i,..,i"~l h-,,']rugnl, hdillUl, nil',,!:en ~nJ 
<lXvKen. I"" type; ",. rooo;;niz('d . T:ij>" 1 how l""oJ hydn.>g('l!, ~dinm ""d <lit",,:<'<1 line, 
nnd n~rrow forhidden lille. weh ,.., oXl'g~n T)'I'" 2 ~",yf"" lI" I ~,b <·,hi])'1 oHI~- Ik'rr<.J"-
];rws (Carroll & (MI;" "mil. Fi!';U , e, 4.6 "1)(] 1.7 <ho'i\ II", " .. " .-x~mpb of ,he (nnn_tlllx 
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I'i~u,.e 1.8 ,j",,,,. the nllwiler don,;ity of g~loxi"" per ,docilv hin. It o~p"a'" that th~re i" 
l< "'"""llt"'tiotl at ._ 8Ul:ll:m< 1. I'l)(U[~ I II ,00'", the di"tribution of the ",""hift, ,~:r"';., 
,he Vda region "ml d,,","l v judi,'at"" lhe u""junty of gal:~>:.i", a' _ 8 ,'iiJOkm, _1 Ii<> ar0<1 nd 
(I, oj - (2·17', 7"). Tn. iUlpli<:l<tiOl>< of >He'h a o)y",,wnsity aro d iscu""",l iH C10Pl£f ~. 
4.4 Chapter Condusion 
I oll"""''''l ~ ,omple of ~,,]"""" fur the pilot. r e<i.,hift '"n'~y for tl'" Volo. ro,:iOH with \h~ 
L!l--,,, it"dcliITe tele<cupe." Sllth~rland T ilo ,aw 'r~tr~ we'e rrullc,.d LL,i,,~ mAl Thin;' 
L."" r",1>1ilt, wore oi>ta;nro [t WM fouHtl \h~l l·hi" \-el",""-,p,, i, lIlU'ot ,en.>iti,·. lur >u"-"vi " ~ 
~,Jax;"" v.ith Y~loriti", hel"" 1000f1\w1,-l, In the "ext dlapt.er I."""" new rro,hif" "r~ 
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Large Scale Structure 
Discussion 
In this chapter the newly derived redshift distribution is discussed. The velocities available 
in the literature from the HYPERLEDA 1 database (Paturel et a1. 2003). 6dFGS (Jones et a1. 
2009) and 2:\IRS (:\Iacri et aI., priv. COIllIll.: Huehra et a1. 2011) are combined with the two 
6dF fields obscn'ed ill the Vela region (Kraan-Kortweg, in prep.). unpublished data taken 
with OPTt;Pt;S in the Hydra-Antlia region (Kraan-Korteweg. priv. cOlllm.) and the new 
SAAO observations presented in Sec. 4.3. 
The redshifts are discussed in connection to structure adjacent to the :\Iilky \Vay as 
"'ell as the on-sky 2D distribution of galaxies given in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. Different figures 
presenting the 3D distribution in velocity spaee are shown to highlight the LSS in the region. 
These include histograms. redshift slices and wedges. 
5.1 Histograms 
5.1.1 Results from two ZoA 6dF fields 
Data \\'as obtained in the VPia region in two six-degree fiPids with the GdF instrument 
mounted on the Anglo Australian Telescope (AAT) 2 during commissioning time (hlue circles 
in Fig. 1.;i). The first anal~'sis of the spectra was done hv R.C. Kraan-Korteweg and leads 
to the radial velocity histogram displayed in Fig. 5.1. 
Here I compare the resulting velocity histogram with that of the redshift galaxy distri-
bution of the 6dF Galaxy Survey (6dFGS). As part of 6dFGS. Jones et a1. (2009) observed 
136304 galaxies in the southern sky (Ibl > 10°). The.\" derived the galaxy number distri-
bution as a function of redshift for their sample of galaxies complete to J( -s: 12'."65. Since 
the two ZoA fields \\"!:'re observed with the salIle iWitnllllent at; that llsed for the 6dFGS 












Lar~e Socale S(rnchlfe Di><.'u»ioll 5 
this rela~i'~l i, a ~".,.llI.Jic"t.or of 11,~ ~",pf'C''''1 d".([iln,liun [(I{ a ILni[ormly filled "ollLwe 
of galaxi",_ TlK- ~x!'<"(ed ~alaH r«i'hifl di"ril~ltiOCl "' tl,enfure U\'er-plutt«i on the his-
togram (in ",j ",:aled to t lK- CUUll!> in the hi,(ugmm). Nute tM' tlK- h,j"l-ograrn does uui 
ronform to the exp<'< 'ro g>\l",-,y di<trihu tion "" _ IRlUlkm,-1 toore i, ~n u""XJ>'-"t«i 
hi~hly .if(l1 i~cm't p"fLk of _ [; time>; the expedNJ ~llmher. 'I his iJl(iicat'" pmmincm j~~ S at 
quite a u~~h reJ.hift (~b(l "",ible ill tue bottom ri ~ht pan~l of Fig_ "A)_ 
If "'Ie w"re tu ignore lue ga1,'l"" U",t 80 rlpN'ly I .. " hove tue eXI)('('l eci freo.l) cur-'c, too 
gal",-~)' nllmber distributiun ,",ouid be "" .",t antifllly (_ 3!)\i) 10"""', The .. ",ullin~ expect"'l 
lIumM of gaI",-~i"" ,.0" fin~·tion of rro,hitt (gr<"'u) i., ,hov,Tl iu Fig. ~.l ar,d brill~' into 
relic{ t lK- ,ign1~"a1l<:e of tt<- owrrK',,,,t.y Indicated bet"-",,n 3 500km ,_1 :C!' :::: ~ r:o:Jkm ,_1 , 
TU;. p".k ror"'<P011<1< to the P<'ak "",'ll in tho SAAtl ",i,hi t'" 
d ' m. 'I 
[/i):ure 5,1. 1Ii8\ogrom cl the \',"0"; 1;", oht~inOO ffOm the tv", fi~lris o~"'f'<l in the Vela 
regiOCl ,",i~h the WF in<l'UJ1I<>H\, Ov,,,-1'104 t,,1 in fori .. the ""l'hift g".bxy dwtrihlltiOll fOlloo 
hy .lOll"" t't a i, (2fX)~J ro. the WI'GS II'Jrn",li",,11ur the Hum)"" 01 Vel~ r.-..I,hift._ Thi , ,arne 
",Iation hilt norIT1l>li,ro (u the nllmb", uf \'da ,,,,bhi[l> ~xcluJing tlw U'~l'<.I"Il'; l-" i< ,"",,0' 
in greell 
5.1.2 Combining ,, ]] t.h p r"rl "hifts 
Figlll'~ ~_2 <00\\" the nmnali",l ",l""it..- hi,t<>grarll' of the GfIl""t;': longituJe; WO < I < 
:Jal" allJ G~la("ic btitwl"" IW ~ b ~ 30" (1"1' panel). -]0' ~ b S 10" (middle p<II,el). 
3if ~ h ~ _100 (hottouII"",el). T he top and 00llUIll va"eb are tue r",bhi f" from 
"'-Ires '1"""'" ,10 not ""''f'r ,t<- ZoA (111 < 10") tht'r~f()[e 1 1>dJc.r1 fill Mailable re<.bhi!1> 10 










5.2 Velocity grids 73 
HYPERLEDA database. OPTOPUS data. ZoA 2l\IRS. the new SAAO redshifts. and two 
ZoA 6dF fields obserwd in the \'ela region. The contribution of yelocities from the two 6dF 
fif'lrls ohsf'rvf'rl in t)1<' Vela region are shown in red. wh('J'eas the green histogram shows the 
contribution of wlocities from the SAAO observations. 
From below the Plane (bottom panel) a peak at ~11 OOOkms- 1 suggests a filame1lt 
crossing the Plane. where a similar peak. at a slightly lower velocity'. ~ 10 000 km S-I IS 
seen. The SAAO observations are still seIlsitive for this wlocity range (see also Fig. 4.8) 
though it is at the limit for this spectrograph. 
Of Ilote are the peaks at ~ 18000 km S-I in both the top and middle panels. as well as 
a hint of a marginal continuation in the bottom panel. which indicates a structure entering 
the ZOA from above the Plane. The red histogram in the middle panel illustrates the 
cont rihlltion of t he two (irlF fielrls and tll(' prominent peak at Ix OOOkm S-I in this region. 
These structures are further explored in Sec. 5.2 and 5.3. 
5.2 Velocity grids 
Figure 5.3 shows the SAAO observations in an on-sky distribution. colour-coded by velocity. 
The velocities from the HYPERLEDA rlatabase. OPTOPCS. the two orlF ZoA fielrls. ZoA 
2:'IRS and 2:'IRS for the region have been added as smaller points. These galaxies would 
not have been obsen'ed with the SAAO 1.9-m redshift programme since they already have 
redshifts. This figure highlights how the galaxies in green. i.e. around /' ~ 8000km c l • 
were samplerl in bot h the SAAO observing nm anrl the two GrlF ZoA fidrls. 
Figure 5.-1 then subdivides the distributions of galaxies between 2-10 0 < I < 300 0 and 
-300 < b < 30° in velocity intervals of D." =3 500km S-I for L' < 21000 km S-I to study 
the various LSS and their connections with known structures in further detail. The lon-
gitudinal range of the panels covers both the Hydra-Antlia and Vela regions (outlined in 
grey). In the interval Okms- I < v < 3500kms- 1 (top left panel) the Hydra and Antlia 
clusters CC\ll be dearly identihed at (I. b) = (269?6. 26?5) and (I. b) = (272~9. 19?2). The next 
velocity' interval from 3500kms- 1 to 7000kms- 1 (top right panel) shows an interesting 
branching of three structures ;behind' the Antlia duster into the ZoA. the left structure 
connecting up with the Vela duster (Stein 1996). In the velocity interval 7000 km S-I < v < 
10 500 km s -I (llliddic left pand) a distillct hlmllent can be traced illto the Vda region at 
(I. b) ::::; (245°. -10°). this feature can clearly be seen in the bottom panel of the histogram 
presented with Fig. 5.2. At (I. b) = (248°. -11 0) there is a known galaxy cluster. CIZA 
.10717.1-3621. at a redshift of v = 9593kms- l . 
In the Yelocit~, intervall0500krns- 1 < u < 14000kms- 1 (middle right panel) a filament 
appears to disappear into the ZoA at ( l. b) ::::; (270°. -lOe ) below the Plane. In the velocity 
illterval 14000kms- 1 < l' < 17500kms- 1 (bottom left panel) there appears to be a void 
between 262 0 < I < 282 0 above and into the Plane with an increased galax~' population 
surrOllllding it. A clear hlaillentary structure crosses the Hy'dra-Antiia region at this velocity. 
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Fif(Ul'te ti,~, \'elocilv hi' l~'"'n or \ 1* Galactic lungi\ll(]"" 2GW < I < 300' and Galactic 
latitude> 10" S b < JO'-' (tup panel). I ll" < " < Hr- (llliJdlo> panel), :lO" < "< lCl" 
(Lot tom pal"')). The !.up anu W(,,"] p"".), are lbe ,-cJshins frot" 6dFCS. Th. middw pro",l 
Llu. rep<,"",llt> 011 "elociti"" frmn the IJ\T'ER LEDA dataL""", OPTOPUS data. SAAO 
,,-,lobif!, alJJ two 6JF helJ, ohsone<! ill the Vel" regiun. Tlw ",l"'-'ili'" lrum the l~'o 6JP 
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Fig""" 0 .. " C()loul' ".!cd ,d.-.ci l .. I' d"' ribllli ..... J limn SAAO oIY"a\i()ns , ,1,.-. \wu ZoA IXI!' 
ficlrl •. OPTOPI.:S (I",a. ,he ~.<>A nms aao:l ~MRS, "n(1 \he HY['EHLEIlA r<'dshillS acrOSb 
tl,.-. Yda regiull. 
g~laxy mun< .tar" to rl<-cl''''''''' .i"", lh" GdFGS 1)('''. mcdj,.n V('1<>CIlY (~ 14(1(1fl.m;; ') 
ha, ~n P''''S<Xi (0('(' FiK ~8) _ NeW'r\h('\f';;' »)111(, ch"I,'rillg if, ,'I;'!cll\ I)('hw. ,1,.-. PI "I~', 
l'll\erir4~ \rw-- Hydra-AI~.lia region ~L (1, I)) '" (~7It, - 111'), Il""",.er, al-"-,,,, Lh" I-'ian" the lwu 
IJ.rlF fLcld' J'(wal a '''rl' exl~llJed (~ 1~" "'~c ·i . ,mpri,ingly "100<,lhly i!;"tributm prmnin<nt 
m'C'£n"n,it.y of g" I"xie. . It.< oV(~"1 1 exV">\ i, undear 'I hi;; eoinekb ~'ilh trw-- di"ribUl;,m .-.r 
ollip! ; .... 1 galo,i.N; (FW_ ., 6) ",>d Ihc dll,\erir¢ 'een III U..-- on-ok;- ma~nilt>Je di>lrib ~liun u[ 
gal"_,i"" Wilh ("lir.dion- ,)Ufred."J IIotgnil. LJ<b b"t~'''''n 17'" ~nJ 18"'(l'ig. ~,S). 
l>1()[Nwc,- !'Ompari,.-,n ofth< o>'Crrlcr-.;ity ill t-I,.-. 17 ,''(().m" 1 < 1.' < 2IM.m" 1 pa",,1 
to t ho mllW ~r"a ir. l·he l~')OO km,-l < <' < ll llOOkrn.-1 >""",1, ",'he.-e tid!' re"eh", ilS 
1"'''. """,itiYll.,-. il>diea\e. lhat " l· lo~" I ,do.:itie; the ""'a i., '('mad-.... bly ,-,,'Il' P',vubteJ_ 
Th;, ('n,vh""i"" (haL Ih .. u""rderc'i t~[ i, IJ(~ ju.,\ dne \u 11", ""mpling depth 01 11", WI-
inSlrun,ent. 
Ih, m'(~rt~Il"t;- way wdl ,'x\CI>U be"-,~ the PI"ne in U", Vela re~ion bu\ lh"t "'"a lms 
onl~[ l)('('n "n,oy.--<l with <I", 1 '~jJl l,"ddilk (cl.,w,", whith" IJ(~ ",noiLive ~ll()ugh lo proLe 
,uch ,",'lociti"" 
5.3 Velocity \vedges 
The "dun", uf 'V"',, pJul>Nl int,ea""" wi(), ,eh,il~[--JiOl~I~'" .. , rMILL.' c~l><"<.l, Tn ""nali", 
\1,.-. ~",'nt uf LSS, reJ"hill weJ~e, iDo- the ,cle""nt G"h;ctic longi!nn" aoo ",tit.lI(to mn!S"< 
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Figure 5.5; Ihe arM 2.j(J "I <, JOW .nd -Jlt' <: b < J!r- eli,id .. d iu(.o (a) lh_ inICc,'al, 
of 2(j"' in Galactic longitu.-!e Ir<>rl line,' which mrro'ponds!o 'he ,..,!<",itv w"d~"" in Fi~, S,U 
=n luI into t hrN' int.o,""b of 200 in G~I"'" if" lotitll.!e (reel Ii"".) "'h",h corr"''1x)(l(i; to th~ 
w'nei!.,- w"d~e, in Fig_ ,; ,7_ 
Figure ~);~ ro.-re'j)()l~j, to tho ""'ns,,, in Fig , .~ _6 ,,'ruch 'OOv;s ,-doci!." w"d~"" of 20r 
width, foc tho G~I""tic Iongit.lIno mllg" 2-lU" <. I " :»Y _ Tho t.op m .. disj~~.'" tl>< ,,,,loci!." 
'p.1,"" for " <. 12 000 km ,- I i:H") ~nu ,I>< Uot.\<>m "l<\-" " 2'.000 km ,_I (A_1l J- In thi. 
",ay \!w WI' row highli~ht, \!w tw"bv .IHlc\m •• ~-""r<>"" lh" wlWln ww highlij(hts m= 
uis(anl. sl.ruC(Ule" 
I flr'<1 "'-'lUnone e\'idence uf I>earhv "mcture 11 .. ,-doci'." " .. ,j~e from 2t;(J> <: I <: 
2&Y, lal",lhi (h), ... h.-lw< "vld,',,{,o of ~ filOlllOllt ",,,-,b'g tl>< 7~)A at. '-('!'y .11",11 wh'i,"" 
(_2 ',JU kJn ,- ' ) III l hO) ,'elo<i~}' ",,,,I!(~ Irmu ~.jW <. I < ~()()c. labelk! (c), \ ""I" apl"'~rs 10 
be """lle <lructur<> l><idgin~ II,.. ZoA ~t _72(.1 kms-'. 
In t.ho 2&Y < I < :);)(I' intermi, L,helk>..! (AI."", high ""Ioci,ie, (IGlJOOkm,-l < 
lJ <23(1(1'Jkm S ') there is a hint col' a "',l'Uctllr<' CU!Jl;ng iIM \ho 7.oA 1[, - - lin from b<lo,," 
t I>< PI"n!' ~I. - 18t»Hnos - " Th"," is a possiLililv Ihal this s<l'ud",e couk! k c ,c«,ing 1.)-)(' 
P I",,,, Sil"'" tll<'r<> i. ~,';"!"n(~ col' UJOlo) cll]'l-erin~ aLo,~ t)€ Ph,w ([, > 10°) at '_I~ 000 k,u < ' 
Look;ng a! hill;h wlocities at t).., Gal""'ic kmgjtu<l" mt"n-al of 26U' " I <: 28«. bl",lled 
(II). there apj",a" n",,"e of(he stmcture "",n In tho wedge lahellerl (A I. perhaps c"",",ing the 
PI""" ~t _1 H f);)() km. -1 Ah,w" t.1>< PI",,,' ,hi, m-c.-elel";'y i, part.icllbrl:\' "v~lont., ~n.-l ""' 
n('1;Cril)('(i in Fig_ ['.4 in tho r..-oviuu , """tiUtl, The ,ele.dl:\, inlol'\'al ill from of the ,-,",,,,Jcu<it}, 
I 10 t-OrJ km' I <. t' <. 1 ti (jIJU xUJ S ') is 'llIll""lv I'Ovu!al"d i~<hcal iu~ Iha< 1)-,.. ,-"" .. Jell'il," i8 
n'" d, .. to th!'.-!wp s~mpling i10 ()-)(' 6rlF fioln' 
Tho ?,c.A slice (1.1 < 100) in tll€ ~"elll" labelled (e) at high wloci~i"" v > 11 (jI~1 kJJl S-1 l h" 










ha,-o o.~'n ul"','n-~d 111 Lh;" ""'a, TIO<' ov~ibhk l,y\'ui[t, 0 r>' I,om Ih" l.!~m Ha,ldi iTc ldc"'Ojw 
~I Sut n.,rl ""d '"' hieh bi,'{)m,,, in,:c,'.sin)\ly jxx>r .t "'·t<,;tin~ ~a.l=i(" lx,)-ond 1I 1W~1 kIll S-1 . 
Jt " 1"","""",1' i~tr<'~'tmg tu ruM n,a!. ~bi)y(' It,,· PI."., noen' i., a "nK:lu,,' m"pp"arin~ into 
tu" ZoA '" .' _ 1 G WJ km ,- L. And ,,' " _. 1Il(~~1 bns- 1 Ih"", io ... ideoce uf fi l"lletllo 
Ic Clo.Jjrlg inLO ,h ., ZoA r,cnl ah,m' atlct bdo,,; tl.· Galadie pi",,,·. 
n,~ ~'",il:'" ill l' i~ . 5.7 (>" IT>",p.-m,1 '0 th~ . uhell,i,ioo in Gabetie longitud~ ~n,l btitu¥ 
"" devic\.e,i ill ril:, 5,ob. 1'il0l'" 0.7 ""0'"". ,-e!od,\' ,l iE"" i~ 2if int,'rv~l , of G~loclic latitw.!>' 
b"',,',,'n -:Wf < [, < oW 'llie ro~" ul' wc<l.!:'" ~I:~ill ,loo~' 'll tlw (('I' to., Lh,' ,,'loril}, 
'1"'''' for l' < 111~~lkIll,- 1 iu \he w<'<.l_ bbd\e.:l (i-iiij ar~1 ill U", buLlurll [Ow!c>t· v < 
~5c(H)km'i 1 in UH' ,",','<ig'" labi·llL'<i il· 111). 
The ,'~Iod,-, ~,<ig<' h>r t.lw (;abc'tje latitu,!r- itLt('[ml c>f - :~l" < [, < -l(r' , labelled 
II) , , IKJ • .-' lhe <on ", 'tmo\u", ""'" i~ thi· ,",wIg<' I.h ,%,d (A ) a1 I(JI))Jkm ,-l < " < 
12 (U ) kuu-1, .'1.1)<»" th~ G o Ix t io Pla~,' (00 < (, < :lO" lahdiL'<i i, 1II) t.lw , tru('tllr<' ""ll 
,ii,app''' rill~ ill\O <-ue 'boA 0' ,~_ 1 6WJk1"< 1 in Ilw ~"dg<' lahi,lhf (C) i, "\,ict,'nt in t lw 
ell"terin~ in (HI), 
In t hi· Z{)A (-HI" <; b < lin ill the ,,~<h;" lahdled (IIj, tloe o,e"h'lI,iLv at c _IS IU ) km ,_1 '" 
'Hy p<cnli~,-nl l~·t""'n 171lc < I < ~SW. --n ... e~~l.en\ ~wi proIllint'r"'" ,,,( \h., o\>-,,,ku,il)' ill 
Cobol·;" kmgitlld,· i,C~""illg hi~.h til(' Vel, ~I~I Il)'dr","AnLli, n'~iutL,) i, hil';hLgh\.,.j iu UIi, 
v~ud, 
5.4 Implications 
Tlw most p<mnin<'l" sI.ructure, in the V~1a l' ''I'iOll ,ne (~.) \u",", h"hL~ ill\o Ilw ZoA or 
Y C(W km' 1 < , < 11 (00 km ,_1 , ('Sp'~ 'iHlJy 1",lween 2~(Y < I < 21>:Y, .,nel (b) the owrdell-
"tv ,t l' .~ l~ 1m ,m , j whieh ~pp<'al" I() ,'XtL'I><.i ",,,r a ,-"ry "i,ie re~iun. The ext.en\ of 
thi, (~"rd~ll,i\)' i; llul cleol' ond mOl' ",~II hi· n,nc:n larg,-r than what "'ltlct hi· lllapP"d h"H' 
As },'l no lir",e]',; 011(0,1 hov., been foumi. On lhi, <:onlrary. th,· di, trihlCtLon i, ,ucpri'iI",ly 
<"'ooth. Tt \') 'IrikiI'" t.ht thi, '''!H,i"""i'), e~~\ell(b ,,/ 1<-<1,'/ ~5 deg,,,,,, i u (bloctic longitwl., 
a~ct fiw ct"g[("" in G,la"lic ialiU"k, whid, \r~,..,IMe., 0\ 0 dbt.once of ~ 200 ~ T1W to fI. 
Il""i,,, conglom<'1'~Lion of ~oJoxi,,, owr "n " .. ~ of ll,inillL"llv - 1001 }!pc'.- 1 1", exliuCli'"I-
wneel." l mo~n;'ll(k s li!" " (~'i~. :l.7 ~nel:U in,s." J,2,J) alld oWT,-,ulldiug LSS "JI~~"'\' 
Ihat 1hi, '-''!''ldemil), n,o.\' ,",,,II .,~tL'nd 10 th,· "'h,'r"~ ,>f U.· Galaclic Pl~ne. A(iLiiliuool 
"",,hhifl {)I>;en~(ju", "'" r>OO<.hl to map th ,· Irw ",:km of thi, ",-('nkmity, 
( ) f int.''!:,,,1 i., the "·.-",,·,;"r,,,il ' Ol .' ~ 18 OO(J km " 1 It L, h at(,d "1,,ro ""-,,,nt bulk 110,,' 
,t'JdiE" mmi,I,'nlly d, im 11",1 ""r","wrl';' "'" need0d t<> ,"pl ai~ flow 1i<,lct, Ihat ",,'m t<> 
,ignifi('.",tl,- ,·,,,,Irikl" t.o I),.. ""<'llli~,' ,,"""ity of tho I.e-; (Wlll 1"','011(1 100 ~lpc (llud"m 
e\ oJ. 2(~14, N·klman el a l. ~Illl, !>Iocolll,y el ~I 2(J I t L Thi, o"",ct"",ity al ~ 1m ~lp" is 
fll"" '.m'XJH·t."i in l"'-lll> c>f lU" eX]>f'"-,,l homog~r~'ity of \1", 'C ~i,,,,,., on ",:.,](:,; of II~) ~lp".­
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The deep optical Vela galaxy catalogue was presented in this thesis. The Vela catalogue lists 
3922 galaxy candidates to the apparent diameter completeness limit of 12". An additional 
388 smaller galaxies are listed with diameters helow the 12" limit. 
Of the galaxies in the Vela catalogue. ~ 50o/c, (2106) have counterparts III 2.\IASX. 
This high fraction of counterparts is the result of the lower star density in the Vela region 
compared to regions closer to the Galactic bulge. A comparison of the positions determined 
frolll DSS to the positiolls of their 2:\IASX coullterparts fillds the positional accuracy of 1~'3 
for the Vela catalogue. 
The calibration of the Vela magnitudes and the subsequent comparison to the ESO-
LV. H~·dra-Alltlia and internal magnitudes shows lillearit~· over the whole magnitude range 
(13Ill - 19 I1l ). The average scatter of the magnitude estimates is (j ~ o~n75 when compared 
to other catalogues. although internally the scatter is only (j ~ OIll57. 
The average observed diameter is < D >= 20". which is smaller than the average 
diameters in the Hydra-Antlia. Crux and GA regions. This is due to the Vela region's 
'transparency' since it is not as star-crowded. which allows the identification of fainter and 
smaller galaxies. The average extinction-corrected diameter is < DO >= 53". The average 
observed magnitude is < B J >= 18~n4 and the average extinction-corrected magnitude is 
< B~ >= 16~n7. 
The Vela catalogue has 56 galaxy counterparts in the ESO-LV catalogue, which is com-
plete to DO = 1'3 away from the Galactic plane. The Vela catalogue shows 311 galaxies with 
extinction-corrected diameters greater than DO > 1~3. Had the '\Iilky \Yay not obscured the 
extragalactic sky, Lauberts would have recorded another 255 gala..xies within the ESO-LV 
completeness diameter limit. 
Extinction-corrected diameters and magnitudes were anal~'sed for completeness. The 
cumulative histograms (Fig. 3.4) show that the catalogue is complete to B ~ 18~n5 and 
D ~ 12~'6 for extinction levels AB ~ 3Ill . Up to extinction levels of AB ~ 3Ill . the extinction-
corrected parameters in the Vela catalogue are complete to BO ~ 15Ill5 and DO ~ 40". 











"'liv=i with noa,by and, I;"!., ... ,\rllctUr><' """ll in the Htinc(.j()U-COrrK~..d m,,%uitud~ ,Ii"", 
(Fil'f. 3.7 a))(l 3.~) auJ the velocitv ollc,", (Fig, 5.4) anJ ""~~' (Figs- 5.6 ami 5_7) \ prom;_ 
nem fdan,on\ (·an "" \r"""lmj.o tl'" Zo,\ at W(XXlxm , - l a' (I.~),~ (247'. 111' 1- arlj.",mt 
to a CIZA ~alaxv clll.",,,. A "'r~- largo and e:<1.Cmiod oVcMon<;ty "'t lMI~) ~O(~))km>-l 
is pre""nl in all tt.. vi,"ali"'~t"'n< of the .3D di'lribnlion (whe~ (lMa is a,ail"Lle), Tbe 
whole oxt<'tlt of thi , <w",donsity "' ."\8 }'M, unkn"" n, but il ;, l",-"'tOO at tbe di.,tanre anJ 
comrliMt'" whe.-e l"('('{'n' hllik How 'tl~.llO' co",i,~c", Iv elainL \hal at ~raoor(.) are ",)('(]"l t() 
~xpl"'in the peculiar wloci t,Y of the LG from Le}'ouJ lIXI },Ipc (llud."OOn " aI. 20:)4. Feldman 
on ai, ~OlO, M~cs.ulay e\ a1. :!Oll) a"d ., ... u :ml ]\.!pc (K'~'hlin'k\' '" ",I. 2()('IH: 2010". ~)ll. 
AiJat~ & " olJman 2012)_ 'ihi, ",·.,-de",i1l ",t ~ ~)O ]\'Ipc i< ",1'0 lln<-'poc\od in term, of tbe 
p"'p<'Ct..n homogeuei1l' of the l' niw,."" on «:ru", of lIXI l>Ipc_ for tho CUm'H! co,;t)J(ll,,!,;ical 
model (Joyee <'t al. 21~)l'j . H(\g~ e\ ",I. 2(~)t;) 
6.1 Looking towards the Fut ure 
Tbe V~la cs.t"logae prn"'id"" tll<' hfL,i, foe doill~ au ex\"",i,'" "d.'hifl 'lin .. " aC',-"" tt.. whole 
r~g;()!J. In oombinatj()n with tll<' ,.dja",,,, li}'Jra-Antlia "gio" tho tar~d' ar~ a,-l>il",blo to 
ml>p ''''' ,'>H'" and rioh""" 01 th~ m"C,-den,ily a' 18(1~) _ 21)IXl1 km' L "" o"'i",,,t in 
the ZoA I)dF dal~_ Sc"'erru in,lrument·' ~an h~ ,,,,,,, 111<' opti>nal in'\'ument would be 
th~ AA()m~g" ,,,,,ltifibre spoctl'"gn'ph ", th,> A"gln All,\ral;'.n Tel"""""" (AAT) ti,.t Can 
CfLptlll'e up \0 3~! sp<'Ct1a jn "'l<' expo<ll'e, Fi~nr<' G,l "h""" the "umL...- Jen,i,.> or gal""i"" 
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6.1 Looking towards the Future 83 
Alternatively the Southern African Large Telescope has :-1ulti-Ohject Spectroscopy' (1\10S) 
capabilit.\,. although it has a small field of view (8'). The radio regime. through the 21-Clll 
line emission of the HI gas in galaxies, can probe the most obscured regions where the distant 
overdensity ma.\' well be crossing, and with the SKA Pathfinders - \IeerKAT and ASKAP, 
there will be instruments with enough sensitivity and bandwidth to detect HI emission in 
gas rich galaxies to large distances. In particular The \YALLAI3Y project (Koribalski &.: 
Lopcz-Sanc!wz 200l)) wil h ASKAP. Cl proposl'd dl'l'P III all-sky snrvc.\'. \\'it b it's large field 
of view will be optimally suited to probe the overdensity. 
The deep optical Vela galaxy catalogue shows that, despite the problems in mapping 
LSS in the ZoA. a wealth of information is available. \Yith the new data new insights can 






















In this appendix: 
A.l First page of the Vela Catalogue D :::;> 12". 
A.2 First page of the Vela Catalogue D < 12". 
A.3 First page of the counterparts in 2l\IASX and ESO-LV. 














Table A.l: The Vela Catalogue D ;;0. 12/1. 
00 
C) 
Ident Q t5 b RCS X Y Flag D d AB DO B BO Type Sup. Remarks 
[11 :rn :S] [0 :' :/1] ["] ["] [mag] ["] [mag] [mag] Class. Stars 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) k17,18,19) (20) 
ring ? LSI3 ~~!t 1 07 1238.9 -32 31 28 244.4102 -10.1261 367 -20.:3 137.4 35 30 0.6 39 16.4 15.7 V 
2 07 12 41.2 -32 29 17 244.:3805 -10.103 367 -20.2 139.:3 27 8 0.7 30 17.9 17.2 S p.cov.by * 
307 1254.1 -32 35 41 244.1981 -10.1086 :367 -11.2 133.7 34 11 0.6 :37 17.0 16.1 I 
407 1305.7 -32 44 12 244.6459 -10.1339 367 -10.6 125.9 16 4 0.6 17 19.5 18.9 S E LSI3 
507 13 11.9 -322555 244.377 -9.9814 367 -10.1 142.4 24 7 0.7 27 17.8 17.1 S E 
6 07 1:3 1:3.4 -:32 53 06 244.7934 -10.1742 367 -10.2 118.1 20 17 0.6 23 16.9 16.3 E HSI3 
7 07 13 43.7 -:33 01 38 244.9704 -10.1409 367 -8.7 110.5 27 5 0.6 30 18.7 18.1 S E vLSI3 disk 
807 1344.1 -32 28 26 244.4656 -9.8979 367 -8.8 140.3 22 5 0.7 25 18.9 18.2 S ~ ifcov.by * : vLSI3 disk 
907 14 11.0 -32 58 20 244.9624 10.0311 367 0.9 113.5 13 5 0.6 15 18.8 18.2 F SI3 
1007 14 26.1 -32 47 45 244.8249 -9.906:3 367 1.7 122.9 16 3 0.6 17 19.7 19.1 S E 
11 07 14 27.8 -:33 17 55 245.2866 -10.121 367 1.8 95.9 16 4 0.6 18 19.2 18.5 S E p.cov.by * 
12 07 14 27.9 -33 20 01 245.3188 -10.136 367 1.8 94.0 13 5 0.6 14 19.7 19.1 S vLSI3 
1307 1441.5 -32 26 58 244.5:331 -9.7058 367 2.4 141.6 13 4 0.7 15 19.6 18.9 S LSI3 
14 07 1442.7 -32 59 54 245.0355 -9.9429 :367 2.5 112.2 16 13 0.6 18 17.8 17.1 S 
1507 1447.5 -:32 59 58 245.044 -9.928:3 :367 2.7 112.1 22 :3 0.6 24 19.5 18.8 S E LSI3 
16 07 14 49.8 -33 09 25 245.1913 -9.9901 367 2.9 103.7 17 8 0.6 19 18.2 17.6 S 
1707 14 52.2 -32 32 15 244.6:301 -9.7107 367 3.0 1:37.0 13 .5 0.6 14 19.5 18.9 S vLSB disk 
18 07 15 00.8 -33 07 00 245.1716 -9.9379 367 11.7 105.8 20 11 0.6 22 18.4 17.8 ? S vvLSB : p.cov.by * 
1907 15 04.6 -3.3 14 24 245.2901 -9.9801 367 11.8 99.2 15 5 0.6 17 19.2 18.6 S LSB disk 
2007 15 17.8 -:33 05 57 245.1821 -9.8769 367 12.5 106.8 19 5 0.6 21 18.8 18.1 S ~ br.blg. 
21 07 15 24.1 -33 37 00 245.6641 -10.0841 367 12.8 78.9 19 7 0.6 21 18.:~ 17.7 S 
22 07 15 25.4 -3:3 27 50 245.5266 -10.0131 367 12.8 87.1 27 16 0.6 :30 16.9 16.2 S 
23 07 15 27.7 -33 01 01 245.1225 -9.8097 367 13.0 111.1 1:3: 5 0.6 1<1 19.4 18.8 LSB 
24 07 15 :31.5 -:33 o:~ ,17 245.1705 -9.8181 :367 13.2 108.7 :30 16 0.6 :~5 16.5 15.9 E HSI3 
25 07 15 32.3 -33 12 57 245.311 -9.8827 367 1:3.2 100.4 :30 7 0.6 33 17.7 17.0 S 
26 07 15 34.4 -32 49 54 244.9642 -9.7072 367 1:3.3 121.1 16 5 0.6 18 18.7 18.1 S 
27 07 15 :35.:3 -33 01 05 245.1:354 -9.7864 :367 13.4 111.2 20 15 0.6 22 17.4 16.8 S br.blg. : LSI3 disk 
28 07 15 :39.4 -3:3 18 39 2,15.1087 -9.9022 367 13.5 95.3 22 16 0.7 25 17.8 17.1 S vvLSI3 : cl.to a br* : int.to 
observe in HI 
29 07 15 41.1 -32 37 :36 244.788 -9.5958 367 1:3.7 1:32.1 :m 16 0.5 33 17.2 Hi.7 S S br.blg. or * : vvLSB disk 
30 07 15 42.1 -3:3 27 11 245.5426 -9.9562 :367 1:3.7 87.6 15 5 0.6 17 18.7 18.0 S 
:31 07 15 '16.6 -:33 :38 :35 245.7229 -10.0255 :367 1:3.9 77.5 16 11 n.6 18 18.0 17.4 ? S br.blg.and vLSB disk or * 
32 07 15 48.8 -32 55 16 245.0681 -9.7013 367 14.0 116.:3 19 5 0.6 21 18.4 17.8 S I\I 
:33 07 15 53.7 -33 :~2 08 245.6358 -9.9562 367 22.4 8:3.2 20 12 0.6 22 18.1 17.5 S vLSB disk: neighb.of 351 
:3407 15 56.2 -:33 19 1<1 245.44:36 -9.8539 :367 22.6 94.8 :32 16 0.7 36 16.8 16.1 S I\1 p.cov.by * : vLSB disk ; () 
br.blg. p M-
:35 07 16 02.:3 -3:~ 57 03 246.0281 -10.1116 367 22.8 61.1 17 11 0.7 19 18.2 17.5 S ~ 
:36 07 16 0:3.2 -3:3 :31 22 245.6389 -9.9209 367 22.9 84.0 40 4 0.6 44 18.1 17.5 S E neighb.of :352 a'ti 





















Table A.2: The Vela Catalogue D < 12/1. CXJ CXJ 
Ident Q b b RCS X Y Flag D d AB DO B B O Type Sup. Remarks 
[h :m:s] [0 :' :/1] [/I] ["] [mag] [/I] [mag] [mag] Class. Stars 
(1) (2) (:3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17,18,19) (20) (21) 
392307 18 02.7 -33 45 2:3 246.0372 -9.6519 367 45.2 71.5 11 5 0.8 13 19.1 18.:3 group of 309,310, :311, 313 
3924 07 18 24.7 -:33 20 09 245.6893 -9.3969 367 46.5 94.0 11 11 0.7 13 18.:3 17.5 E group of 294, 295, 296, 297, 
298, 299 
3925 07 18 29.9 -3:3 21 51 245.7232 -9.:393:3 367 46.7 92.4 9 4 0.8 10 19.5 18.7 ? nei§hb.of 292 
:392607 18 :31.2 -:33 :31 31 245.8716 -9.4608 :367 46.7 83.7 11 11 0.7 13 18.5 17.7 S vL B disk; neighb.of 287, 
288,290 
392707 1832.2 -3:3 20 21 245.7041 -9.375 367 46.8 93.8 8 5 0.8 9 19.4 18.6 ? or * : group of 293, 295, 296, 
297, 298, 299 
392807 18 32.9 -3321 49 245.7274 -9.3837 367 46.9 92.5 11 5 0.8 13 19.0 18.2 ? S E neighb.of 291 
392907 18 :36.1 -33 31 51 245.884:3 -9.4481 367 46.9 83.4 9 5 0.8 10 19.6 18.8 nei~hb.of 287, 288, 289 
39:30 07 19 11.7 -34 11 44 246.5437 -9.6329 367 56.5 47.7 11 5 0.9 13 19.0 18.1 ? S or *; neighb.of 274 
3931 07 19 33.9 -35 26 40 247.7145 -10.1177 367 56.8 -19.3 9 9 1.1 12 18.9 17.7 S 
3932 07 19 34.3 -34 00 51 246.414 -9.4824 367 57.7 57.5 9 7 0.8 11 19.0 18.1 group of 242, 243, 245 
3933 07 19 35.0 -35 10 10 247.4656 -9.9928 367 57.0 -4.5 11 8 1.2 15 18.8 17.5 S group of 249, 250, 251 
3934 07 19 56.6 -34 08 15 246.5607 -9.4684 367 66.9 50.7 11 7 0.8 1:3 18.9 18.0 S neighb.of 232 
3935 07 20 33.0 -33 14 18 245.8031 -8.9535 367 69.4 99.0 11 7 0.7 13 19.0 18.2 ? S 
3936 07 21 23.7-33 29 08 246.1069 -8.907 :367 79.9 85.5 11 3 0.9 1:3 19.9 19.0 S neighb.of 162, 164 
393707 21 23.8 -33 28 42 246.1005 -8.9034 367 79.9 85.9 9 9 0.8 11 18.9 18.0 S neighb.of 162, 163 
:3938 07 21 57.5 -33 50 50 246.4872 -8.965 367 89.4 66.1 11 8 1.0 14 18.8 17.8 
3939 07 22 15.6 -34 33 11 247.1542 -9.2266 367 89.6 28.2 11 11 1.3 16 18.7 17.3 S neighb.of 1:33 
3940 07 23 14.4 -32 27 03 245.351 -8.0936 367 103.0 140.9 11 4 0.8 13 19.8 19.0 S 
3941 07 23 19.0 -34 11 32 246.9274 -8.8693 367 101.2 47.:3 9 9 1.1 12 19.0 17.8 S nei~hb.of 109 
3942 07 2:3 28.0 -:33 51 40 246.6428 -8.6918 367 102.1 65.2 9 8 1.0 11 19.1 18.0 S or : neighb.of 112, 113 
:3943 07 23 51.3 -:35 49 05 248.448 9.5036 367 108.9 -40.0 11 11 1.2 15 18.6 17.:3 S obscured by * 
3944 07 24 15.8 -33 04 28 246.0108 -8.1863 367 114.1 107.1 9 5 0.8 11 19.6 18.7 
3945 07 24 26.2 -:36 59 06 249.5594 -9.9225 367 109.2 -102/1 11 5 1.5 18 19.5 17.7 S neighb.of :392, 393 
:3946 07 25 06.4 -35 49 40 248.5727 -9.2815 367 120.5 -40.7 9 9 1.4 14 19.1 17.5 S 
3947072507.2 -:3530 15 248.2815 -9.1327 367 121.0 -2:3.5 11 11 l.(j 18 18.:3 Hi.5 K HSB 
3948 07 25 14.3 -:33 :35 01 246.5624 -8.2:375 :367 124.1 79.6 11 8 1.1 14 18.9 17.8 S 
3949 07 25 27.1 -35 30 05 248.:31 -9.071:3 367 122.0 -23.4 11 7 1.7 19 19.0 17.1 w.comp. 
:3950 07 25 28.7 -33 48 39 246.7897 -8.2969 367 124.5 67.4 9 9 1.1 12 18.8 17.6 HSB 
:3951 07 25 30.7 -32 54 02 245.9756 -7.874 :368--144.7 115.8 9 9 1.1 12 19.5 18.2 LS13 
3952 07 25 51.8 -34 42 05 247.6276 -8.6326 367 1:32.4 19.:3 11: 1 1.4 16 19.6 18.1 ? S p.cov.by * ; neighb.of 36 
3953 07 25 52.6 -:34 44 17 247.6618 -8.6469 367 1:32.4 17.4 9 9 1.4 1:3 18.9 17.4 group of :38, ,10 
(') 3954 07 25 58.2 -:36 14 26 249.0257 -9.3125 368-129.4 -6:3.:3 11 3 1.6 19 19.9 18.0 S ." 
3955 07 26 01.6 -32 56 18 246.0595 -7.795:3 :368--1:34.8 114.2 9 5 1.2 13 20.0 18.6 LSB : poss.larger M-." 
3956 07 26 02.7-34 16 15 247.2575 -8.4028 367 13:3.6 42.4 9 9 1.0 12 18.8 17.8 ? E or * 0' 






















Table A.3: Galaxy Counterparts 



































































































Figures in this appendix: 
13.1 Subsample integration: Diameter differmee and least square fit to Plate 209. 258. 262 
and 311. 
B.2 Subsample integration: Diameter difference and least square fit to Plate 314. 315, 316 
and all plates. 
13.3 Subsalllple illtegratioll: Magllitude differelll'e allll least square fit to Plate 209, 2,)~, 
262 and 311. 
13.4 Subsample intf'gration: Magnitude differencf' and least squarp fit to Plate 314. 31;). 
316 all plates. 
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Detailed IRAF Reduction 
The reduction steps from the raw CCD image to a two dimensional. wavelength calibrated 
spectrum are outlined in detail below. 
1. The noao package is loaded which contains all the packages needed for spectroscopic 
reduction (Valdes 1992). 
2. The package for generic CCD reductions ccdred within the image reduction package. 
imred. is loaded. 
3. To relllove the bias using the overscan region the task ccdproc is used. 
-1. The task flatcomb combines and processes flat field images. 
5. The package to analyse longslit data, longsli t. within the package twodspec has the 
task response. response is used to determine the response calibration. 
6. The task ccdproc is used to correct for the CCD response. In this particular instance 
the CCD response for short wavelengths (~ 3000 - -1000A) was very low. Dividing 
this observed low signal by a low valued response function resulted in high noise that 
masked an~' features at this end of the spectrulll. Therefore this step was omitted. 
7. A few rows at the top and bottom of the two dimensional data is cropped where 
response is not good. The rows selected where those between 35 and 115. 
8. The package developed for Kitt Peak National Observatory low/moderate dispersion 
slits (kpnosli t) is loaded and the task apall is used to extract t he one dimensional 
spectrum. The apall task is used to select the rows containing the galaxy spectrum 
(~ row 65 ± 5 rows) and the colons to use for background subtraction. The trace of 
the intensity peak of the galaxy across the columns is found and any obvious cosmic 
rays are 'cleaned' b~' apall. 
9. The identify task is used to identify the arc lines and the dispersion function for the 











104 Detailed IRAF Reduction C 
10. The task reidentify, reidmtifies the arc spectra llsing the spectrum calihrated in 
step 9 and calculates a new dispersion function for each spectrum. 
11. The ref spectra task assigns the reference (arc) spectra to the spectra of the galaxies. 
12. The task dispcor corrects the dispersion of the galaxy spectra, in other words car-
ries out wavelength calibration. :'\ow the one dimensional spectra are extracted and 
wavelength calibrated. 
13. Within the onedspec package the task scombine is used to combine spectra if multiple 
exposures were taken of one galaxy. 
14. The next to last step is to remove any cosmic rays that escaped the earlier algorithm 
manually using the task splot. 
15. Finally, for objects that were ohserved more than once the spectra are stacked using 
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